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What?! No More Holes!

So here's the expanded OHJ we promised. We're exhilarated by the changes -- and we can't imagine anybody complaining about the color cover, expanded editorial, our new features on post-Victorian and vernacular houses, or the appropriate advertising from old-house companies.

We can imagine one complaint, however. The holes are gone. We know how attached most of you are to those three little holes that let you keep your OHJs in a ring binder. (It's how we keep our back copies here in the office, too.) Most magazines don't have holes, and for them it's not a big deal. But since a lot of people consider OHJ more a working tool than a magazine, keeping them organized and accessible is paramount.

Please don't get upset! We have two answers to the problem -- you get to choose. We've made arrangements with the Jesse Jones Box Company to provide customized storage for your OHJs. You can order a slipcase -- a box that holds a year's worth of issues. Or you can order a large binder that holds each issue in place with a wire. (That way they stay in the binder and you can open them flat to read.) We have some here already, and Honest! they're very classy...
deep maroon with the OHJ logo in gold. To tell you the truth, they're much nicer than the brown binders were. (The address is on p. 53.)

Why'd We Do It?

In the Thirteen Years that we've been publishing, preservation has grown from an occult subject into a mainstream concern. We've wanted to expand our editorial coverage for a long time. But subscription revenue, not advertising, has been our only source of income -- and there's a limit on how much you can charge subscribers for a periodical. To give you more, we'd have had to charge a lot more, and that would mean losing some readers. Not a happy thought.

The Restoration-products market grew tremendously during this past decade, too. Our first Buyer's Guide Catalog listed 303 companies; the current Catalog lists 1,416. This proliferation of products has been outstripping our ability to report on them all in OHJ. By giving advertisers access to pages, we provide additional product information for you, and find a way to pay for extra editorial.

A Healthy Publication always changes. If it doesn't, it's pretending that the field it covers hasn't changed, either. And that's certainly not the case in preservation!

What's New?

We've got a new feature on the back cover. (Remodeling fans take note: It hasn't disappeared, just moved to the last page in the issue.) In the feature on Vernacular Houses, we'll cover folk houses, builders' houses, regional types -- those houses that make up most of American architecture, but that don't fit neatly into academic categories of style.

The Covers themselves are new. Four-color! Yes, it's more expensive. But it's pretty and gives us a chance to show some subjects in color instead of black-and-white. And it may attract potential subscribers, too.

The Other News is our regular feature on post-Victorian houses. Most of our articles apply to all old houses, of course, and we'll continue to do articles about early and Victorian houses. But, for a while, we want to call special attention to houses built after 1900. Until very recently, these houses have been preservation orphans.

Look forward to articles on post-Victorian fence designs, mail-order interiors, furniture built-ins, Bungalow backyards, kitchens and baths....

But we loved OHJ As It Was!

Yeah...So Did We. That's why we haven't changed it in any radical way. Look closely at this issue and you'll find that it's really just more of what you've always expected: useful information about doing good work, and preserving what we've inherited.

Gossip & Miscellany

First, thank you so much to everybody who called about my editorial in the December issue! It was gratifying to get that kind of response (and commiseration). Please read the "counterpoint" letter I got from ex-staffer and current contributing editor Walter Jowers. (On p. 6)

Late Flash: Our office manager (who's recently been pressed into service as advertising production coordinator) Tricia Martin gave birth to a baby boy on December 19. Congratulations, John and Tricia (and please, Tricia, hurry back).

We go into the new year with some additions to OHJ staff. Eve Kahn joins the editorial team. And our favorite (and first) Advertising Director is W. Robert Boris, who lives in Hingham, Massachusetts. Eve's desk is already a mess and Bob calls twice a day, so I guess they both hit the deck running!
COLUMNS - Schwerd columns are durable. Our 100+ years of experience in manufacturing wood columns has proven that the durability of a wood column depends upon the strength of the joint and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd column construction was developed to meet each specific requirement. The wood is the highest quality, thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 100 years of specialized experience is applied. The resulting product is a "Schwerd Quality Column" specified by architects with complete confidence. Both standard and detail columns can be furnished from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 40 ft. in length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many years since our beginning in 1860 you know our product, if not, send us your inquiries and orders and join our list of satisfied customers.

Schwerd's complete aluminum bases are available for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 in. dia. columns.

Schwerd's—Aluminum ventilated plinth and aluminum turned member base recommended for all exterior columns in the above diameters to provide a maintenance free, seamless base which is guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime. Manufactured of 1/4 in. thick metal and a load-bearing capacity of 22,000 lbs.

A. F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

telephone: 412-766-6322
3215 McClure Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
Dear Editor,

The recent article on routing wiring was good -- and I know you were assuming some electrical knowledge on the part of the reader -- but you should have made it clear that only BX armored cable should be used as shown, never Romex.

-- Andy Wallace
New Lisbon, N.Y.

Dear Editor,

The OHJ article "Routing Wiring" was most informative, and I could not help wishing I'd read it before learning those little tricks the hard way. A couple more tips:

- When fishing through walls or ceilings, I find a small mirror very handy. Used in conjunction with a light source (penlight or light from another hole), it allows me to look inside the framing cavity without making more than a relatively small opening. I use a mirror -- not unlike a dentist's -- which is about 1-1/2 inches in diameter and connected to a slender handle with a swivel joint. Available in most tool stores.

- Sometimes an old laundry chute serves as a convenient electrical chase, especially in multi-story buildings. Check the codes if the chute is still in use, and take precautions so that your skivvies don't get hung up between floors.

-- Kevin M. Clark
West St. Paul, Minn.

Dear Editors:

As a part-time remodeler, I read with some interest your article "Routing Wiring" in the October 1985 issue. The drawings were great and most of the advice beneficial.

But as a Master Electrician with some years in the trade, I must warn against a few of these suggestions. Anyone attempting to run their own wiring should at least read the relevant articles in the 1984 National Electric Code -- I suggest especially Article 300-4 and (for nonmetallic-sheathed cable) Article 336 or (for armored cable) Article 333. Some people groan at the word "codes," but informed workmen know how they save lives and property. The numbers in parentheses are the relevant articles for the following:

VENTILATION SHAFTS: You cannot run "Romex," as nonmetallic (plastic) sheathed cable is called in the trade; nor can you run BX (armored cable) in any vent shaft or duct space if the cable runs the long dimension of such a space. (Cables may pass across duct spaces.)

DUMBWAITERS: Neither Romex nor BX can be run in Dumbwaiter or elevator shafts.

VOIDS NEXT TO CHIMNEYS: Unless the chimney is permanently disabled so that a later owner can't use it either, it's a bad idea. Not only is the ambient temperature around a working fireplace too hot for household wiring, but the chance of even the mildest chimney fire makes any wiring a bad bet next to chimneys.

On the other hand, here are some tips for routing wiring that I've used successfully:

- Wrapping the end of the fishing tape that holds your cable with cheap electrical tape makes a smoother "head" to pull through holes; on tough pulls, slicking up your cable with wire lubricant makes an easier pull and helps protect the cables from abrasion.

- An 8-in. or 10-in. length of fixture-hanging chain ("jackchain") is the best tool for fishing through single walls (i.e., no fireblocks and no insulation). In the attic, drill down through the top plate and drop your chain down...connect your wire and pull it back up! An "inspection mirror," available at hardware or auto-parts stores, helps in finding obstructions, guiding drillbits, etc.

Finally, a tool I've had some success with (though it takes some practice) is a long, semi-flexible drillbit called a "D'versBIT." It can drill through some fireblocks and bottom and top plates from the outlet opening itself (the hole you cut for your switch or receptacle). The feature is a swivel-hook that lets you tie on your cable and then back the bit (and attached cable) through the hole just drilled. They can be obtained from Diversified Mfg. & Mkts. Co., 1086 Gant Road, Graham, NC 27253. (919) 227-7012.

-- Pat Rowe, Rowe Electric
Dallas, Tex.

Dear OHJ:

The enclosed photo may interest you. This house is not remuddled, but stands very much as originally built.

(Don't the only change is the balustrade around the porch.) The one window is obviously the main point of interest, for I have never seen one like it before. The house is brick, but if you look carefully you can see a stone arch and border around that window. Personally, I don't like the window, but I think it's an interesting variation. The house is in Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

-- Don H. Berkebile
Mercersburg, Pa.

Concrete-Block Mould

Dear Patricia,

It all started with a bicycle trip in Frank Perdue country, along the eastern shore of Maryland. Remembering Randall Cotton's articles on ornamental concrete block, my eye went immediately to the foundations of the small post-war farmhouses and mobile homes we passed. Rock-faced concrete block! But wait...some of them were rusting. I soon realized that I was seeing metal siding panels imitating concrete block (which imitated stone).

At a restoration products show a month later, I met the Quitno family, owners of W.F. Norman, the steel天花板 company. I asked whether they
CONGRATULATIONS to O.H.J.! Their new format enables us to feature the latest copies of 19th Century hardware originals. The Norfolk latch of 1820, the cast iron rim lock from 1865, and cast brass or iron finial hinges from the mid-1800's, in five sizes, illustrate several of these re-creations. These copies enhance our continuously expanding line of quality, stock, American made hardware reproductions.

Your originals can be repaired or copied by our expert craftsmen and our vast collections of originals may contain just the item needed to complete your restorations.

FURNITURE AND CABINET HARDWARE, LIGHTING FIXTURES, HOUSE HARDWARE, FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT AND BRASS ACCESSORIES ARE ILLUSTRATED IN OUR 108 PAGE CATALOG BY FC MAIL FOR $6.00 (PREPAID) OR BY UPS DELIVERY FOR $5.00.

Call or write for our Free mini-catalog.

BALL and BALL
Finest Quality Reproductions
463 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Exton, PA 19341
(215) 363-7330
I like the way a house looks before the walls ace finished studs and wires and pipes inside. It's like living in my own giant Erector set. Building (or restoring) your own house is widely known to be one of the Great Male Fantasies — right up there with sailing alone around the world, or having your own band or restaurant.

I like the work, too. When I'm working on the house, I get to destroy things I don't like and create things I do. Climb up and down unfinished stairs. Fight wasps from laddertops. Throw rocks at pigeons. Conquest and Adventure!

— Ron Pilling
Baltimore, Md.

(Sounds reasonable. See "Ornamental Concrete Block Houses," Oct. 1984 OHJ, and "Repairing Ornamental Concrete Block," Nov. 1984. -- ed.)

"Real Men..."

Dear Patty,
I just got my December issue and read your editorial about going barefoot. I was inspired to write this reply. Let's call it...

Real Men Don't Mind Toxic Dust

I don't want to finish work on my old house. I don't look forward to the day that I put the last coat of varnish on the floor of my living room (which is now my workshop). When that day comes, I'll be expected to put all my tools in the basement and just take them out when the toaster breaks or the lawn mower needs a tune-up. I'll be Dagwood.

Pfaw!
Living on a jobsite is fine with me. I like the way a house looks before the walls are finished — when it's all studs and wires and pipes inside. It's like living in my own giant Erector set. Building (or restoring) your own house is widely known to be one of the Great Male Fantasies — right up there with sailing alone around the world, or having your own band or restaurant.

I like the work, too. When I'm working on the house, I get to destroy things I don't like and create things I do like. Climb up and down unfinished stairs. Fight wasps from laddertops. Throw rocks at pigeons. Conquest and Adventure!

And then there's the camaraderie. At lunchtime I go out on the porch with the subcontractors and we scarf a plate of ribs, down a gallon of iced tea, pick our teeth with pocketknives, and tell lies. Life just doesn't get any better than this.

I don't see the dirt and clutter as a problem. I see it as an opportunity to slip the bonds of tidiness.

— Patty

...and Movable Louver

Stained or painted any tone.

All work is custom expressly to your specification.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
DEVENCO PRODUCTS, INC.
2688 East Ponce de Leon Avenue • Decatur, Georgia 30030
404/378-4597
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TRADITIONAL LINE LTD.

ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION

CRAFTSMEN SPECIALIZING IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION
OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT.

• ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION
• PERIOD RESTORATION
• CONSULTANTS
• FURNITURE RESTORATION

MUSEUM QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP

TRADITIONAL LINE LTD. • 35 HILLSIDE AVENUE • MONSEY, NEW YORK 10952 • PHONE: (914) 425-6400

Architectural Ornamental Plaster Products

Hundreds of Moldings Cornices
Columns Pilasters
Centerpieces Medallions
Corbels Brackets
Ornamental Ceilings
Domes Niches
Restoration, Design Sculpting
Services Available

Call or write for catalogue — $3.00

4877 National Western Dr. Suite 205 • Denver, CO 80216
(303) 298-7010

The Old-House Journal
Letters

toys. (My tools are strewn just the way I like them.) I can even leave a bathtub ring -- hey, it's just gonna come back tomorrow.

But there's no justice. As long as the house is under construction, I'll get plenty of "attaboys," as the neighbors come by, wander through the mess, and tell me how wonderful it's all going to be. Think I'll hear a word of praise once the place is all finished and decorated down to the last doily? Noo.... That's when they'll all ooh and aah and tell my wife Brenda what a wonderful job she's done with the place.

And what do I have to look forward to the day the house is finished? I'll have to move furniture, hang pictures on the wall, wipe up spills, make sure there's a coaster under my glass.... What kind of life is that?

Of course, I'll try to stretch out the work on this house indefinitely. But if I ever do (gulp, shudder) finish the place, maybe I can convince Brenda that too much equity in a house is no good. We should sell this one, take the profit, get liquid, buy another wrecked house. A really big (and bad) one this time -- one that I can't possibly finish before I'm sans teeth, sans hair, sans power drill.

-- Walter Jowers
Nashville, Tenn.

Time Well Spent

Dear Old-House Journal,

I am in the most enviable position of having quit my job to devote full time to restoring our 1905 Colonial Revival, while my wife supports me and the house.

Prior to resigning, I made copies of the time sheets used at work. At the end of each day, I fill out the numbers of hours put in and the task undertaken. Thus I have some idea of the time it takes to do a job.

For instance, in our bedroom it took:
40 hours to strip 4 coats of paint from all doors and moldings;
14 hours to remove four layers of wallpaper;
7 hours to make repairs to the closet;
5 hours to repair the ceiling;
20 hours to sand the parquet floors;
21 hours for painting and wallpapering.

That's 107 hours total for the restoration of one room. With friends who live in prefabricated houses built for them by teams of hired workers, it helps forstall the stupid remarks like: "You've been working on the house for four years now! Haven't you got it finished yet?" or "It must be great to be retired and putter all day."

I also suggest that people keep swatches of their old wallpapers.

-- Robert E. Law
Amenia, N.Y.

RESTORING YOUR CANE, RUSH, or SPLINT SEATS CAN BE FUN!

PEERLESS RATTAN and REED

Have been suppliers to caners, upholsterers, and furniture manufacturers since 1900. Easy-to-follow instruction booklets available for Caning, Rushing, and Splinting. Other literature on wicker restoring and Basketry also available.

Write for Catalog NOW! Add $.50 for postage & handling.

PEERLESS RATTAN and REED
P.O. Box 636, Dept. OHJ
Yonkers, New York 10702

We've got Nothing new to Show you

J.D. Dewell is stocked with wonderful artifacts of yesteryear which you might have thought were long gone and unattainable. Every item we carry is made to the original specifications and employs only the very best materials. From glorious pressed steel ceilings and solid brass hardware to rare wallpapers in period patterns.

Whether you're restoring a precious building or just wanting to add quality and character to your condo, we're the first place to look.

J.D.Dewell&Co.
1008 State Street, New Haven, CT 06511 Tel (203) 624-0803

Excellent in Handcrafted Doors & Stained Glass
Color Catalog $3.00
RT. 1 BOX 22A MURRAY, KY 42071 502-499-2481
Both are masterfully handcrafted and available only from Readybuilt.

Pure and simple in line, our decorator wood mantels impart a forthright elegance to a new or existing fireplace. Available in 26 different styles — from Louis XV to Williamsburg Colonial to Modern. These beautiful mantels have 50 x 37 1/2 in. fireplace openings; however, special size mantels and tops are available upon request.

English craftsmanship at its finest. These authentic and handcarved wood mantels are impeccably made and add an erudite elegance to any room. Available in four distinctive styles, light and dark finish, and in special sizes upon request. Available in this country for the first time, made to American specifications. Exclusively from Readybuilt.

For a Free color folder send to Readybuilt Products, 1701 McHenry Street. Dept. OHJ. Baltimore, MD 21223 or call Collect (301) 233-5833 weekdays 9-4:30. In addition to these fine wood mantels, we manufacture heater fireplaces, facings, gas/electric logs and decoratively handcarved mantel shelves.

Ornamental Plaster

Ceiling centers
Niche shells
Cornice
Brackets
Capitals
Rosettes
Mouldings
Cartouches

Illustrated Catalogue
Send $2.00

shown: Model 8811 — 30"

The finest in period ornament
Restoration specialists

Felber Studios, Inc.

DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND INSTALLATION OF CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL PERIOD INTERIORS

110 ARDMORE AVENUE ARDMORE, PA. 19003 • (215) M12-4710
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Ahrens unique two-liner chimney lining process.

1. First liner strengthens and insulates.
2. Second liner seals and protects against deterioration.
3. 10 year warranty.
4. Reline at a fraction of the cost of rebuilding.
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A Century Of Memories

by Charles Stetter

Our old house in Central Mine, Michigan, owes its existence, indirectly, to Douglas Houghton, Michigan's first state geologist. In 1841 Houghton reported finding deposits of copper and iron in the upper peninsula of the four-year-old state. That report triggered a rush by many in quest of adventure and fortune. Townsites developed around the mines, and Central Mine opened in 1854, ten years after the first settlers had arrived to dwell among the Chippewa Indians.

Rich in copper, Central Mine made a profit in its first year and continued to do so throughout its 44-year lifetime. The mining company built the town: houses for its employees, schools, stores, churches. The small log and clapboard homes built for the miners were in the heart of the town; the more elaborate homes of the officials were at the outskirts.

The mine closed in 1898 and the population moved on to other towns where work was available. A few families had summer homes in Central, but most of the buildings were vacant and decaying. We arrived at Central to spend our summers in 1925, when I was six years old. We lived in one of the miner's homes, and would have wonderful family gatherings every year.

Because few people lived in Central at the time, the whole town was a playground for my cousins and me. We were taught early on to avoid the place of greatest danger: the shaft house that covered a 2000-ft.-deep pit. But we were free to roam through the doctor's office, where bottles of medicine still lined dusty shelves, and to explore the old school, a grand building with fish-scale shingles, a mansard roof, and 20 dormers.

We were beside ourselves with excitement. We had to get our parents to see it, and somehow we had to have it! It took two more weekends to persuade our parents to look at it, but finally their curiosity got the better of them, and they let us conduct them through "our house." They were as excited by the house as we were, and by the time of their second tour, they were deciding where the furniture would go. They immediately made arrangements to lease the house from the mining company.

I found the house we now own during an exploration one fall day in 1934. My two cousins and I saw this abandoned house with a sagging front porch. We climbed through one of the broken windows and began our tour of inspection. Doors opened off both sides of the dining room. We took the one to our left, which led to the back parlor, muralsced a horrible shade of pink. We went through the archway to the front parlor that still had Victorian wallpaper with a gold scroll design and a 12-in. border. The windows in this room were long, almost floor to ceiling. The kitchen opened off the other side of the dining room. It was 20 feet long, and the end near the dining room was narrower because of a pantry. We discovered a wood shed just beyond the kitchen, and an indoor privy with three holes: two for adults, one for a child.

We found four bedrooms upstairs; two were quite small, but the others were grand. In the back bedroom, an entire wall was paneled with pine, concealing a back stairway and a built-in wardrobe which were on either side of the chimney. The master bedroom in the front of the house had a built-in wardrobe, too, and floor-to-ceiling windows.

We were beside ourselves with excitement. We had to get our parents to see it, and somehow we had to have it! It took two more weekends to persuade our parents to look at it, but finally their curiosity got the better of them, and they let us conduct them through "our house." They were as excited by the house as we were, and by the time of their second tour, they were deciding where the furniture would go. They immediately made arrangements to lease the house from the mining company.

The author, flanked by his cousins, in a (light-struck) photo taken in Central Mine in 1925.
ARMED WITH BROOMS and dust-pans, we made our first trip to the house on May 10, 1935. I can be precise about the date because on that day we began keeping a log in which we recorded every visit to the house, along with all the events that transpired there for the next 50 years. But restoration was the farthest thing from our minds as we began tearing down the old wallpaper, patching plaster, and replacing the 50 missing window panes. We were in the middle of the Depression, and our solution to the decorating problem was simple: We whitewashed every room. We furnished it with cast-offs from our home in Calumet; in the dining room we installed a cast-iron woodstove that had been in my father's boyhood home back in the 1890s.

OUR EXTENDED FAMILY enjoyed many summers at our house in Central until World War II began, and my cousins and I joined the service. Gasoline rationing kept others from making the 600-mile trip from the Detroit area, and the house suffered years of neglect. The end of the War brought us to a crossroads: The house was still under lease from the mining company, and some family members were reluctant to spend money on it, even though it needed to be repaired. But my parents and I remained loyal to Central, and we undertook the repairs at our own expense.

RESTORATION took place almost imperceptibly — certainly not consciously. In 1946 we rebuilt the front porch, doing the work ourselves, exercising care not to alter its appearance in any way. We found the original shutters in the caretaker's storehouse and rehung them. We also hired a stone mason to rebuild a corner of the foundation which had fallen away, concealed in the 'woodbox' at left is an electric stove; the refrigerator is kept in an adjoining room (right through that louvered door).

THE FIRST SPECIFIC REFERENCE to "restoration" is the log entry for August 20, 1958: "Visitors were Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Magnuson and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hanson of Chicago. Mr. Hanson was much impressed, as an architect, with the construction of the house. All were greatly pleased with it and with our plans for restoration." From time to time we showed the house to the tourists passing through town. Looking at our home through their eyes, we saw a historic dwelling, rather than just an old house in a copper-mining ghost town. So we embarked on the restoration project, agreeing that Mother would have the last word on furnishing the rooms; Dad would be responsible for painting, wallpapering, and refinishing the furniture. I became the historian, taping interviews with old-timers, and haunting libraries, archives, and historic collections.

RESTORATION took place almost imperceptibly — certainly not consciously. In 1946 we rebuilt the front porch, doing the work ourselves, exercising care not to alter its appearance in any way. We found the original shutters in the caretaker's storehouse and rehung them. We also hired a stone mason to rebuild a corner of the foundation which had fallen away, concealed in the 'woodbox' at left is an electric stove; the refrigerator is kept in an adjoining room (right through that louvered door).
Marvin Windows has just thrown the competition a new curve.

The Marvin Round Top. No window better demonstrates our ability to make windows in virtually any shape or size. In fact, we're one of the few manufacturers to offer it.

WHEN IT COMES TO QUALITY, WE REFUSE TO CUT CORNERS.

The Marvin Round Top is a beautiful window, beautifully put together. Carefully matched pieces of Ponderosa pine are fitted together to form a sturdy arch that will accept a beautiful stain-and-varnish or paint finish.

And optional designs, such as a hub with spokes, are hand-fitted to create a striking effect.

DESIGN DOESN'T PRECLUDE FUNCTION.

Our Round Top can replace old round top windows in existing structures, or it can be designed into new architecture for a unique effect. Either way, you'll save energy and money. Because the Marvin Round Top features 3/4” or 1” insulated glass, or triple-glazing for increased energy conservation.

For more information and a free copy of our catalog, write Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763. Or call 1-800-346-5128 toll-free. In Minnesota, call 1-800-552-1167.

NOBODY OFFERS A MORE WELL-ROUNDED LINE OF WINDOWS.

Carefully matched pieces of Ponderosa pine are fitted together to form a sturdy arch that will accept a beautiful stain-and-varnish or paint finish.

When it comes to quality, we refuse to cut corners.

The Marvin Round Top is a beautiful window, beautifully put together.

Carefully matched pieces of Ponderosa pine are fitted together to form a sturdy arch that will accept a beautiful stain-and-varnish or paint finish.
Victorian Millwork

19th Century Victorian designs recreated in solid oak and poplar from the world's leading manufacturer. Fretwork gingerbread and lots more for interior and exterior use; most complete line available.

- Unlimited quantities for total design freedom.
- Precision manufactured so that product groups are compatible with each other for total unity.
- Save with factory-to-you pricing.

Send $3.75 for full-color, 32-page product and design idea catalog & price list.

Cumberland Woodcraft Co.
INC.

Post Office Drawer 609
Carlisle, PA 17013
(717) 243-0063
Dept. 104

Now at Last, The Finishing Touch...

Push Button Light Switches

CLASSIC ACCENTS, INC.

P.O. BOX 1181 SOUTHGATE, MICHIGAN 48195 (313) 282-5525
CENTRAL MINE, like most midwestern mining operations, had its main office in New York City. John accepted a job as a clerk for the mine, and moved to Central in 1875. The dining room window still bears witness to his arrival: Cut into the glass, presumably with a diamond, is the inscription "J.F.R. 1875." Etta followed as soon as their infant daughter Edith could safely make the journey.

MR. AND MRS. ROBERT were reserved and aloof, and did not socialize with the miners. Edith was just the opposite, lively and friendly, and as she matured, her parents exerted considerable effort to keep her from forming any romantic alliances with the youths of Central Mine. They intended to send Edith to New York to be properly educated and introduced into society. Despite their efforts, Edith fell in love with Frank Crase, an apprentice machinist who was nine years her senior. Crase earned the undisguised hostility of Edith's parents, and it was with great satisfaction that Mr. Robert brought to the dinner table the news of Crase's plans to move "out West." Edith was not dismayed, and her parents assumed that the affair had ended. However, on the night of August 20, 1894, Frank placed a ladder outside Edith's bedroom window, and the 18-year old girl quietly slipped out of the house. A closed carriage took them to Calumet, where they were married before boarding a train for Butte, Montana. Mr. Robert tried to overtake them, but failed.

RELATIONS between Edith and her parents were cool until the birth of her first child, Fred. Edith told them of the news and asked if she could come visit with her family. Her parents forgave them and celebrated the return with a lawn party to which everyone was invited -- a most uncharacteristic gesture for them. Ethel, the Crases' second child, was born not long after.

WHILE I RESEARCHED the history, the restoration went forward. A glance at the log reveals that the front halls were covered with antique Brussels carpeting salvaged from the superintendent's house. In 1959, a carpenter rebuilt the front porch and installed a new ceiling in the dining room.

WE WANTED to restore the house accurately, but made a few mistakes. In 1966 we painted the house pea green with white trim, instead of its original olive green with red trim. Indoors, we still have to replace the dining room's inappropriate wallpaper (spinning wheels and butter churns!).
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The front parlor of Yesteryear House: "Friends frequently gave us beautiful items of furniture and china that had been in their family for years. It reached a point where entering the house was tantamount to turning the clock back to the days when the mine worked." Right: A 1970 photo of the author's mother, wearing an 1880s wedding dress of brown satin and cut velvet. "She's holding an etiquette book of the 1880s, with a foreword written by Mrs. Grover Cleveland."

WE BUILT AN ADDITION onto the house in 1963, constructed entirely of lumber salvaged from the superintendent's house. It accommodates the family while tours are conducted. Formal tours began in 1962; that first year, over 1500 people visited "Yesteryear House," as Mother renamed it.

WE WANTED Yesteryear House to remain as it was in Victorian times; the problem was our need for modern conveniences during the four months of the year when we lived there. When electricity came to Central Mine in 1967, we had the company bring it in through the rear and wire only a few areas in the house: the basement, the new sunroom in the addition, the bathroom, one outlet in the kitchen, and two on the second floor.

THAT SAME YEAR, we drilled a 167-ft. well, eliminating the need to carry water from the spring. A bathroom was added to the new addition; it was off limits to tourists, but nevertheless we installed a free-standing bathtub with claw-and-ball feet and a brown marble lavatory. The water also enabled us to install a small steam furnace, fueled by propane gas, which heats three radiators (antiques salvaged from the superintendent's house).

MOTHER OBJECTED to cooking on the cast-iron range with a hot-water reservoir at one end, although it was perfect for the old kitchen and gleamed under a coat of stove polish. To satisfy both her and the need for historical accuracy, we installed an apartment-sized electric stove, then had a cabinetmaker build a false wood box over it. We hid the refrigerator from view by building an alcove for it in the new addition.

WE CONVERTED the large bedroom over the kitchen into a library; the room is heated by an 1880 Detroit Jewel stove. The other bedrooms were papered with appropriate wallpaper patterns. In Edith's bedroom, visitors will find her portrait on the dresser. In the master bedroom, Etta's gloves are on display, as is John's cigarette holder. The entire house is furnished with Victoriana, from hand-worked linen towels down to the collection of milk glass. They came from a variety of sources: friends, churches, schools, antique shops.

OUR HOME is in the Central Mine Historic District, which is listed in the National Register; it's also in the Historic American Buildings Survey. We received a commendation in 1976 from the American Association for State and Local History, for our work in preserving the house and the heritage of Keweenaw Peninsula.

WE HAVE BEEN RICHLY REWARDED for the effort we put into the house. Tourists often express their admiration of the house. (One youngster walked through the rooms in awe and finally turned to his mother and exclaimed, "This is just like Gunsmoke, Mom!") But old houses have a way of outlasting their owners. Dad passed away in 1980 and Mother, at 90, is confined to a nursing home. With my advancing age and without a family member to carry on, the future of our old house is uncertain. I am, therefore, actively seeking a purchaser for the house and its furnishings, to assure its continued preservation and development as a historic site. If someone out there would like to take the reins from me and drive on into the future, please contact me at 216 Pewabic St., Laurium, Michigan 49913, or call (906) 337-4251. I have every confidence that a transfer to the right 'driver' will enable Yesteryear House to survive another 130 years.
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CEILINGS

- 21 patterns
- 10 cornice moulding styles
- Fast and easy installation
- Shipped anywhere
- Brochure available. Send $1 for postage & handling.

AA ABBINGDON
AFFILIATES, INC.
Dept. OHJ, 2149 Utica Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11234
(718) 258-8333

No, not flying saucers, but our plaster ceiling washers. Now, you can save and restore your plaster ceilings and walls for just pennies! Seen and described in the October 1980 edition, The Old-House Journal.

AVAILABLE NOW AT:

Charles St. Supply Co.
54 Charles Street
Boston Ma. 02114

CALL 617-367-9046
$1.35 per doz. (3 doz. min. prepaid)
$20. per lb. (21 doz. prepaid)

United House Wrecking
The Junkyard With A Personality

Antique Doors
A fabulous collection of antique, unique, one-of-a-kind exterior & interior doors. With stained, beveled or frosted glass or with grilles or ironwork. In oak, pine or exotic woods. Also hundreds of other architectural treasures.

Mantel Emporium
The finest collection of superb mantels anywhere in the area marbel or wood, simple or ornate, plain or carved antique or fine reproduction. Also loads of stained & beveled glass, paneling, fancy doors & windows, ironwork. Victorian Gingerbread, etc.

Beveled Glass
Fabulous craftsmanship, hand made. For windows, doors, sidelights, screens, dividers, fans, etc. Also a big selection of stained glass, mantels, paneling, doors, lighting fixtures, etc.

Victorian Gingerbread
Scrolls, fans, grilles, corbels, headers, posts, brackets, spindles, fretwork, etc. Surprising prices. Oak & pine, plain & fancy, old & new. While you're here browse thru acres of nostalgia, antiques and treasures...stained glass, mantels, paneling, doors, ironwork, etc.

Exit 6 Conn. Tpke.
Open 9 to 5. Closed Sun. & Mon.
Tel: (203) 348-5371

United House Wrecking
328 Selleck St. Stamford CT 06902
**TROUBLESHOOTING OLD WINDOWS**

What To Do With Neglected Double-Hung Windows

*by Bill O'Donnell*

**Trouble With Immovable Sash**

EVERY OLD HOUSE HAS window sash that binds up or is just plain stuck. It's usually caused by excessive paint layers between the sash and the parting bead or stop. The solution may be as simple as carefully removing and repositioning the window stop. At worst, you'll have to remove some of the paint buildup. Following are the steps to take if the window is...

PAINTED SHUT:

DON'T USE A SCREWDRIVER to break the paint film that's keeping your windows stuck! It will permanently damage the wood. Use the right tools — and a little patience.

FIRST, USE A RAZOR KNIFE to cut the paint film between the sash and jamb. Then gently work a wide-blade putty knife between the stops and sash all the way around the window. Even once the paint film is broken, you'll have to apply some force to free the window (because of the paint buildup between the sash and stops). Insert the putty knife between one end of the sash and the sill. Work a flat prybar under the putty knife, and place a scrap of wood under the prybar to protect the window frame. Pry (apply leverage) one side of the window at a time until it's free. If it resists, go back to working the putty knife around the window and try again.

THIS ARTICLE IS NOT for the real-estate developer who buys a derelict (or not-so-derelict) old building and begins by gutting plaster and replacing all the neglected windows. It is meant for the individual owner -- you who recognized that your windows were in terrible shape from the day you moved in, but who haven't tackled them yet because so many things seem to be wrong with them. We're going to troubleshoot together. As we go from one common window problem to the next, it will become apparent that the repair techniques are exceedingly simple (if labor-intensive).

WINDOWS GET into bad shape because they're subject to exterior weathering and because they have moving parts. Old windows are easy to fix because they're very simple -- just two counterweighted sashes running in a slot -- and because they're made of wood, the easiest building material to renew.

THE DEVELOPER or commercial owner will learn something from this article, too. As long as you can get the workers in place to do the simple carpentry and painting that's usually needed, window rehabilitation is often less expensive, less disruptive, and more in character than window replacement.

AS YOU READ about the problems, refer to the large illustration of a typical double-hung window on page 19. Better yet, belly-up to one of your own windows, where everything described is tangibly illustrated.

TAKE A LITTLE TIME to watch the problem window in action. If the lower sash sticks a little, you may be able to fix it by just moving the stop moulding out a bit. If the sash is loose, maybe repositioning the stop closer will do the trick. (Pry off the stop moulding carefully. If it does split, similar stock can be purchased at a lumberyard.) Above all, don't jump to conclusions and plane the living daylights out of the sash to keep it from binding. If you didn't understand exactly what was causing the binding, you might be left with the same problem and a loose sash that's had too much wood removed. Look first for easy-to-fix troubles like loose hardware, paint-encrusted sash chains, misplaced stops, or improperly-installed weatherstripping.
SWOLLEN OR WARPED:

ANOTHER REASON FOR unbugding windows is warpage or swelling of the wood sash. If an isolated part of the sash has had all the paint rubbed off it, you probably have a case of warping. Check the surface for trueness with a straight edge. Plane bowed areas of the sash after you've removed the paint. (Severe warping may require replacement sash.)

YOU CAN PLANE swollen sash so it runs smoothly. But remember that even a well-maintained window swells up in humid weather. If it's very humid, some minor resistance is acceptable; the window will run effortlessly once the weather is drier. If the window was improperly (or not recently) painted, the sash may have patches of bare wood which have swollen from recent exposure to rainwater. Allow the wood to dry and shrink back to its natural size before you begin planing away any material.

STICKING OR BINDING:

IF THE WINDOWS are operable but difficult to open and close, a little lubrication may be all they need. Scrape excess paint off the inside of the stop, off both sides of the parting bead, and off the stiles. After you repaint, wax the mating surfaces with a bar of paraffin, then reinstall the sash.

CUTTING REPLACEMENT PANES of glass isn't difficult, but it does require some practice especially with curved pieces. If you're not sure of yourself, refine your technique by practicing cutting on an unusable piece of glass. Straight pieces are easy: Use a straight edge as a guide, and just score the piece with one firm, even stroke of a sharp glass cutter dipped in oil. Then tap along the line to break it off. Plastic glass-cutter's pliers can also be used to break the glass with a quick, downward snap. Cut the piece ever-so-slightly smaller than the window opening.

CURVED PIECES are trickier. Making a template out of Masonite or cardboard is easier than scoring the piece freehand. Gradual curves can be broken off in one piece, but extreme curves will have to be made by removing one small section at a time, as illustrated above.

PLACE THE NEW PANE in the window and secure it with several glazing points. Roll some glazing putty between your hands to form a bead, and press it in place along the edge of the glass. Smooth into a triangular shape with a flexible putty knife. It'll take a little practice to run an even bead that clears the glazing points.

Trouble With Loose & Broken Glass

REMOVING WHAT'S LEFT of the putty on a neglected window is usually no problem --you can just about pick it out with your fingers. If the putty still has good bond, soften it up with paint stripper. Use a thick, methylene-chloride-based stripper; it will stay on the putty long enough to soften it without dripping all over the rest of the window. If glass is missing or has been removed, you can also use a heat gun or a soldering iron to soften hard glazing compound.

WHEN THE PUTTY IS gone, pull out the glazing points and remove the pane of glass. Wear heavy-duty work gloves and goggles when handling glass. Thoroughly clean debris out of the groove. While the glass is out, prime any bare wood on the muntins or sash with a mixture of linseed oil and turpentine. This improves the bond between the wood and new glazing compound.

Prying open a stuck top sash.
Trouble With
Counterweights & Cords

IF YOU'RE STILL HAVING sash problems after removing excess paint from your windows, check the counterweights and sash cords. For some of the fixes prescribed here, you have to gain access to the weight pocket. Most window frames have an access panel at the bottom of the jamb. If your window doesn't have an access panel, carefully remove the inside window trim. The first thing to check is that the weights move freely through the pocket without obstruction. Badly placed nails or screws may have to be removed from the casing.

PULLEY PROBLEMS:

THE MOST FREQUENT PROBLEM with sash cords is a frozen pulley. When a pulley isn't turning freely, you have to apply more force to open the window, in order to overcome the friction between the sash cord and pulley. Tie off the sash cord and remove the pulley — it's usually held with two finishing nails or small screws. Dip the pulley in a bath of chemical paint stripper to remove all traces of paint. Straighten dents in the pulley with a pair of pliers. Apply some oil to the pulley before reinstallation, to ensure free spinning.

PAINT-ENCROACHED SASH CHAINS:

ANOTHER common problem with old windows. On many windows there's an access panel to the weight pocket at the bottom of the jamb. Unscrew the chain from the sash and tie a string to the end. Remove the access plate and let the weight drop to the bottom of the pocket. Disconnect the chain from the weight and pull it out from the top. Bathe the chain in a water-rinsable paint stripper until the paint has softened. Rinse thoroughly, dry, and apply a little WD 40 or other non-staining lubricant to keep the chain flexible.

BROKEN SASH CORDS:

ROPE CORDS can be fixed in much the same manner. Tie a small weight to one end of the replacement cord and feed it down to the weight. Temporarily attach the other end of the cord to the sash, and test the window before cutting to final length. When the lower sash is all the way open, the weight should be close to the bottom of the pocket without "bottoming out" — there should always be tension on the cord.

Disassembly

The diagram on the facing page shows the construction of a typical double-hung window. To disassemble it, remove the stops; lift the bottom sash out; unscrew the sash cords from the window. Tie a knot in the cord to keep it from falling into the weight pocket. (If it's a sash chain, place a small finishing nail through one link to hold it in position while the sash is out.) To remove the parting bead, carefully pry it out, starting at the sill and working your way up to the bottom of the upper sash. Then lower the upper sash and pry from the top down. Lift out the upper sash, and secure the cords as you did with the lower ones. (See OHJ, June 1985 for tips on removing trim.)
Anatomy of a Double-Hung Window
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Trouble With Wood Rot

If your windows have been left unpainted for years, chances are the wood has rotted to some extent. Lucky for old-house owners that wood is so repairable. It can be patched, filled, consolidated, and selectively replaced using simple, relatively inexpensive techniques. (By contrast, if one element of a new vinyl-clad aluminum window fails, it's very difficult to fix without replacing the entire assembly.)

Before replacing or repairing rotted wood, figure out what caused the rot. If the sill pitches in towards the window, for instance, it's trapping water against the lower sash. Unflashed openings above the window allow water in, as does missing or deteriorated glazing putty. Be sure to correct these problems before repairs are made.

Patch Techniques:

1. **Patching Rotted Wood**
   - **Epoxy Consolidants and Fillers** are best for patching rotted areas of exterior wood. True, they're more expensive, but unlike other fillers, they form a superior bond with the wood and expand and contract with it. Consolidants like Abatron's Abocast 8101-4 are low-viscosity liquids that penetrate deteriorated wood fibers. When dry, the consolidant strengthens the wood and prevents further decay. Epoxy fillers like Abatron's Woodepox mix to the consistency of glazing compound. Use them to replace "rotted-out" sections after consolidating the surrounding wood.

2. **Chisel Out** unsound wood around the area to be patched. Wherever possible, undercut the hole you've created. Before mixing any filler, be certain the area is free of any paint, dirt, or loose splinters -- such debris interferes with proper bonding. Mix the patching material according to manufacturer's directions and work it thoroughly into the hole; don't leave any voids or air pockets. As the filler begins to harden, scrape off excess with a sharp putty knife. Leave the patch to dry, raised slightly above the surrounding area. After the patch is thoroughly dry, sand it flush and smooth. Wear a dust mask when sanding fillers.

Neglected windows won't have paint buildup on the outside. More likely, you'll find bare and weathered wood. The inside of the window will be another story. Generations' worth of cosmetic painting leaves windows covered with hopelessly thick paint buildup. The thick paint obscures architectural detail and makes the sash bind. To make the window run more smoothly, you can just scrape or spot-strip the worst areas. But if you want to "start fresh" and remove all the paint, here are some window stripping tips:

- **Use heat on the sill, runs, stops, parting beads, and window casing**, but don't use the heat gun on window sash unless you remove the glass first. Glass will break if the heat gun is pointed at it.

- **Use chemicals on the window sash.** A thick, methylene-chloride-based product is best (Zip-Strip, Bix Tuff Job, and Rock Miracle are typical brand names). Apply a heavy coat of stripper and wait 20-30 minutes before scraping. If the chemical starts to dry out, throw some more on. Scrape the loosened paint off with a putty knife. Clean up with more stripper and steel wool or brass brushes. Once the paint is off, use denatured alcohol (or another solvent) and steel wool to remove sticky residue.

- **Dip-stripping** is another option if you have many windows to strip. But beware — dipping removes old putty. This is good if you want to reglaze, not so good if you want to save the old glass. Take out the glass before bringing your windows to the strip shop. And don't let them dip your windows in lye: Caustics raise the grain, loosen glued joints and, if not properly neutralized, may cause failure of the new paint.

Allow the wood to dry thoroughly before priming (this may take a few days). Seal bare wood with linseed oil or an alkyd primer as described on page 21.
Replacing Worn Areas

LARGER AREAS (a section of the window sill, for example) can be patched using a carpenter's "dutchman." Carefully saw out unsound wood. Square off the area to be patched, and cut a new piece of wood to the exact dimensions of the hole. Use wood of the same species and make sure the grain runs in the same direction. Glue or screw the patch in place, fill the joints after the glue has dried, and sand the patch smooth. After you paint, the patch will be nearly invisible.

HERE'S A TRICK that saves the new paint job on even severely weathered wood: Seal it with linseed oil before priming. Mix boiled linseed oil and paint thinner 50/50, and liberally brush it onto the wood. Allow it to dry for 24 hours, then repeat the process. Very weathered wood requires a third application. Allow three days for the oil to dry before sanding and priming.

SEPARATED JOINTS:

AN OLD WINDOW frequently starts to separate at glued joints. Worse, delicate pieces such as muntins may be nearly or completely rotted through. These problems usually don't require complete disassembly and rebuilding of the affected window. There are several low-tech, inexpensive measures you can take to stabilize the window and arrest further decay.

THE JOINTS of the stiles and meeting rail in the upper sash are usually first to separate. (Nobody ever paints the meeting rail, and a lot of condensation runs down the upper window panes.) If the window isn't a focal point at eye level, simply reattach the separated stiles and rails with a metal mending plate -- from the street, no one will notice your time-saving trick. If you're really fussy, chisel out a small mortise for the plate: Once you've screwed it in place, the plate will be flush with the rest of the window and nearly invisible after it's painted.

IF THE WINDOW is a real attention-grabber, reattach the loose pieces using more traditional woodworking practices. Reglue mortise- and-tenon joints and drive a small wedge next to the tenon. Resecure half-lap joints by drilling a hole through both pieces and inserting a glued dowel. Clamp the joint together while it dries.
When the windows are functioning properly, they'll be less drafty. If you've got them running smoothly but snugly in their channels, if they close all the way and have no gaping holes or broken glass, then they're already pretty tight. But there are several additional steps you can take to improve their energy efficiency. The following inexpensive suggestions all address infiltration. Even windows with storm sash become much more efficient if these steps are taken.

Caulking:
Seal around the window casing with a paintable caulk -- a tremendous amount of air can pass behind the window trim. Most folks caulk around the visible points where the trim meets plaster, for appearance. But also check above the top of the window casing, and below the apron: There's almost always a gaping hole in these locations.

Sash Locks:
Sash locks do more than discourage burglars. Install new ones if necessary, or strip paint off the ones you have and adjust them so they close completely and snugly. Sash locks greatly reduce infiltration by pulling the meeting rails together and holding the window tightly closed.

Weatherstripping:
There are countless varieties of weatherstripping materials being offered to an increasingly energy-conscious market. Adhesive-backed plastic springs, metal-backed felt, adhesive-backed strips of felt, tubular gaskets... the list goes on. Although some of these products do have suitable applications, they generally have the disadvantage of being too conspicuous (ugly), wearing out too fast, or not forming a complete seal. For a double-hung window, we recommend you use either integral-metal or spring-metal weatherstripping.

Spring-Metal:
Spring-metal weatherstripping is installed in the sash runs, between meeting rails, and along the head and sill of your windows. Spring-metal requires no complex carpentry to install -- you just nail it in place. It works as well as integral weatherstrip, but won't hold up as long.

Integral Weatherstripping:
Many old windows will already have some weatherstripping in place. Integral metal weatherstrip is perhaps the most common -- and the best. If you don't already have it and want to install it, the basic procedure is as follows:

You remove the lower sash and cut a slot (usually 7/16" deep) down the length of the lower rail both stiles. (Read the instructions included with the weatherstrip before you begin.) You can rout the sash with a radial arm saw, table saw, or router; if you don't have any of these tools, a local woodworker will cut these channels for you -- for a price, of course. Channel the upper sash through the top rail and both stiles.
AD THEY BEEN properly maintained, your windows wouldn't have been such a mess. After spending time working on them, you'll want them protected from the elements. The simplest and most important step is to keep them correctly painted inside and out.

PAINT ALL THE PARTS with an alkyd primer. Be sure to cover every surface, especially where bare wood is exposed. Follow with two coats of a high-quality latex or oil/alkyd finish paint, preferably from the same manufacturer as the primer. The correct window-painting procedure is as follows:

1) REMOVE ALL HARDWARE from the window - including curtain hardware, sash locks, and handles. Not only will this make painting faster and easier, but it will also prevent drips and buildup on and around these fittings.

2) SCRAPE THE WINDOWS with a single edge razor blade before painting, to remove previous painting errors. Reverse the sash, and begin by painting the lower half of the upper sash. As you paint the rails, stiles, and muntins, run the paint slightly up onto the glass. If you just slop paint all over everything and then scrape the glass later, you'll break the paint seal where the glass meets wood — permitting condensation to soak into the sash, leading to future window problems.

3) CLOSE THE WINDOWS, and finish painting the sash. Don't put the paint on so heavily that it drips between the sash and jamb; that just causes paint buildup again. Work from the sash to the jamb to the casing to the apron. Don't paint the sash cords or chains; they must remain flexible. Pull them out of your way and paint behind them.

4) WHEN THE PAINT is almost dry, but still slightly tacky, open and close the window to break the paint seal, than it will be after the paint sets hard. It's a lot easier now than it will be after the paint sets hard.

WEATHERSTRIPPING SUPPLIERS

Spring metal and integral metal weatherstripping aren't found in every neighborhood hardware store. These products are normally sold through contractors and large building supply warehouses. If you plan to do the work yourself and can't find the materials locally, call or write one of the companies listed below. They'll supply the name of a dealer or contractor who uses their products in your area.

Accurate Metal Weatherstrip
725 South Fulton Ave. Dept. OHJ
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
(914) 668-6042

Penko Company
Box 3780 Dept. OHJ
Ventura, CA 93006
(805) 642-2600
To open our new section on post-Victorian houses:
A review of some common styles of that era. Following this
is an article describing the renovation
of a typical turn-of-the-century bedroom hall.

POST-VICTORIAN HOUSES are the most
familiar old houses in America. Nationwide sales of pattern books, mail-
order houses, and building products made
it possible for the same style (in fact, the
same house) to be built in New York State and in Illinois. Post-Victorian houses are
abundant. You'll recognize them on the West
Coast and the East, in semi-rural areas and in
towns that have become cities, in revival
neighborhoods and in unchanging ethnic ones.
And because these houses were often built
speculatively in a development area, they're
found in harmonious neighborhoods -- each an
unassuming architectural tapestry where the
landscaper's saplings have since grown into
shade trees, and the shingles and stones have
acquired an agreeable patina.

ON THE OTHER HAND, many houses of the period
are decidedly nostalgic, looking not forward
but back. Such houses are romantic revivals,
meant to recall historical associations. If we
call this stream "Romantic," there are two
major branches: American Revivals and English
Revivals. America's colonial architecture was
revived (sometimes in hardly recognizable
form) in Federal and Georgian Revival, Neo-
Colonial, Spanish and Dutch Colonial Revival
houses. English romantic styles included all
the variations of what we call Tudor: half-
timbered, folk cottage, English manor house.

LET'S LOOK first at the "new" architecture.
The Prairie School has been recognized and
studied for decades. It was a well articu-
lated style that flourished in the Midwest.
(Chicago was the capital of modern architec-
ture during this period.)

THE IMPACT of buildings and books of the
Chicago architects (of whom Frank Lloyd Wright
is the most well known) cannot be overstated.
Their influence is felt in domestic building
to this day: They championed suburbia and were
arguably the grandfathers of the ubiquitous
ranch house. But it's important to keep in
mind that the number of houses actually built
by these first-generation thinkers is small.

Houses of the early 20th century are as
diverse as those of the Victorian period.
An easy way to begin categorizing the
styles is to recognize two very different
philosophical streams of the time. On the one
hand, the first stirrings of the modern move-
ment were seen in the buildings associated
with the Prairie School, The Craftsman
magazine, and the builders' updated versions
of American vernacular house forms. We might
call this philosophical stream "Utilitarian."

THE RESIDENT of a post-Victorian house doesn't
have to alter his lifestyle (or the house)
very much. Preservation is easier even for
non-purists. For example, it's hard to live
with the servants' basement kitchen in an
1860s house, or the trunk room (but no
closets) in an 1880s house. People raised
in the 20th century even have trouble
adapting to the small
rooms and dozens of
doors in a Victorian
house.

THESE HOUSES, though,
are different. For the
most part, they were
built with kitchens and
bathrooms in the
"modern" places. They have closets. The
plans are more open, sunporches abound,
buildings were designed for central heat . . .
in short, these houses are more comfortable
and convenient than we old-house addicts have
any right to expect.

The American Foursquare

A FAMILIAR and homey variation is the Homestead with a tri-gabled ell shape. Either leg of the ell can be longer, and often a porch is tucked into the space formed by the two legs. Porch ornamentation varies according to time and region. The tri-gabled version is particularly common in New England and the Midwest.

"CRAFTSMAN" is a style name used today to describe those modern houses that embodied the tenets of Gustav Stickley and other architects, writers, and critics. Strictly speaking, only those houses published in The Craftsman magazine (1901-1916) are Craftsman houses. But count­less houses of the period between 1905 and 1925 have obvious, Craftsman-inspired details.

THERE IS a truly American house style associated with the Craftsman movement: the Bungalow. The work of many Bungalow architects was published in the magazine, including the ultimate Bungalows of Charles and Henry Greene. But the Bungalow spread far beyond Craftsman philosophy. During the 1920s, many thousands of builders' bungalows went up, with details ranging from Japanese to the less appropriate colonial.

THE TRUE BUNGALOW is a one-storey, picturesque house (not necessarily small), usually with a low-pitched roof and a pergola, verandah, or generous porch. "Natural" construction materials such as fieldstone, stained shingles, and earth-colored stucco were common. Builders of the period would have called the house pictured below a semi-Bungalow, because it has one-and-a-half storeys.
ROMANTIC REVIVAL houses fell into two major streams: American Colonial Revival, and Old English. The majority of Colonial Revival houses harkened back to the original colonies, so they were based on English forms. This is a big, diverse country, however. The Dutch Colonial Revival and the Spanish Colonial Revival were on their way during this period, too. They started as regional revivals, but by the '20s builders were selling modest Spanish Revival houses in New Jersey, and architects were designing academically correct Georgian Revival houses on the West Coast.

"free Colonials" were built than were true revival versions. We call them Neo-Colonial, to signify that they are something new.

PERHAPS THE MOST ROMANTIC, associative houses were built in the English styles. Generally referred to as Tudor Revival, all are loosely based on medieval prototypes. Early examples, built between the 1890s and 1910 or so, were generally architect-designed and grander than later versions. These earlier models can claim style names like Elizabethan or Jacobean because their detailing more closely follows medieval buildings from those periods of English history. Later Tudor Revival houses are often recognized as such only by their typical Old English details, which may be grafted onto an all-purpose builder's plan.

Half-timbering (generally applied over the stucco cladding and not in any way structural) is common, as is a steeply pitched roof with very little eave overhang at the gables. Windows are small casements, tall and usually grouped. Chimneys are prominent and sometimes elaborate. Models from the '20s and '30s are most often brick-clad.

THE DUTCH COLONIAL is readily identified by its gambrel roof. Unlike the originals, revival versions often have long shed dormers to increase second-floor space. Spanish Revival houses are almost always stucco (or adobe in the Southwest), and have Mediterranean details such as punched windows, rounded arches, and clay tile roofs.

WHAT ABOUT those odd hybrids that seem to have Colonial details grafted onto a Victorian or Foursquare plan? These are houses that would never have existed in the Colonies or during the Federal period. Many more of these still exist.

SMALLER ENGLISH COTTAGE style houses are picturesque and quaint, their prototypes being the rural masonry farmhouses of England rather than the larger timber-framed buildings. Some have rolled eaves suggestive of thatch. The English Country house or manor is more sophisticated, a stylized rendering of English vernacular forms.
URN-OF-THE-CENTURY houses often have hallways as long, dim, and boring as this one. Our back bedroom hallway was lit by one overhead fixture on a pull-chain. (Electricity was still a wonderful new thing when this house was built; it didn't have to be used well to be appreciated.) The finish coat of plaster was delaminating from the brown coat in large sections. Decades ago, someone tried to solve the problem by slathering a lime-based stucco texture finish over one-third of the wall area; now it too was failing. That rough texture, plus the aqua paint over everything, did a good job of absorbing what little light there was. Plaster repair and a paint job were obvious fixes. But an update of the clumsy lighting plan was what really improved this hall.

MOST OF the plaster repair was standard for an old house. But the ugly texture finish was a bear. It was falling off in places, yet it held fast in other areas. The solution was to use a one-inch "combat chisel" -- a sturdy old wood chisel no longer good enough for carpentry. It's small and sharp enough to find all the loose areas and really get under the texture finish. (Wide scrapers did not work.) After many hours of scraping, we were left with a "relief map" of scraped plaster and tenacious texture finish. The answer: three quick skim coats of joint compound. (Go in one direction with the first coat, perpendicular to that with the second, and back to the original direction for the third.) The walls were thoroughly washed with clear water before skimming to remove traces of lime.

THREE-WAY SWITCHES that allow lights to be turned on from either end of the hall were installed. An odd condition suggested another lighting improvement. We had the electrician install a fluorescent fixture long-ways in the plumbing riser niche. Then we hid both riser and lamp behind a plasterboard baffle. It's a deceptively simple but elegant solution. The riser is gone from view.

The finished hallway — well lit to the end.
and indirect light illuminates dumbwaiter and bedroom door. The "dead end" is banished.

WE GOT RID of the harsh overhead light and installed sconces along one wall. These give off a more diffuse, asymmetrical light -- much more pleasant and interesting than the old spot-lit effect. Because there is original wall-sconce lighting in other areas of the house, I don't think our change is out of character. A cue for the sconces' design was taken from the house, too -- the oak stairway and dining room woodwork are clearly Craftsman-inspired, and Japanese sconces fit right in with that period.

BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUE fixtures and authentic reproductions are available, especially Mission-style brass sconces. But this is a back hall. With many more projects to go, we hadn't the inclination to spend lots of time and money on these sconces. Also, the hallway is very narrow and very plain, so we wanted unassuming fixtures that hug the wall. The easiest solution was to build them.

WE STARTED with one-bulb socket fixtures from the local lighting store. These didn't have to be pretty or expensive, just safe. Each sconce consists of an upper and lower horizontal wood baffle around a little box. We used 5/4-in. birch, ripped on a table saw to 1/2-in. and 1/4 in. (Using

Here goes the first skim coat of joint compound. The photos above show a "textured" corner, before and after.

View from rear bedroom: the riser before it was enclosed, and dumbwaiter we reopened.

The naked riser before we added a fluorescent fixture and Sheetrock baffle.

Indirect light comes from this riser niche in this photo taken from bedroom end of the hall.
cherry or another hardwood would make these fixtures fine furniture quality. Mitre joints in the small boxes at top and bottom are glued and nailed. The larger pieces have glued lap joints. Upper and lower members are joined vertically at the corners with hardware-store birch dowels.

THE SHADE is rice paper, which you can buy at a well-stocked artist's supply store. We picked a highly textured, pale tan paper. The parchment-color paper (rather than white) makes the fixtures look older -- and more Craftsman than sushi-bar. The paper is wrapped tightly around the rear dowels and glued to itself with Elmer's glue. Masking tape held the paper in place while the glue dried.

OUR PAINT SCHEME is a simple two-color one for now, pending decoration of the rest of the house (which we'll get to around the year 2003). For now, here's some advice:

PRIME repaired surfaces as soon as possible. This "evens out" the space so you can better see remaining problems, test your lighting plans, and so on. After priming, it's time to caulk around trim, too: You can see the cracks. Look at the primed surfaces with fixtures in place -- raking light shows up plaster imperfections you may have overlooked (or hoped wouldn't show).

ORCHESTRATE lighting and paint color; they create a mutual effect. A paint chip won't tell you what the color will look like in a room. After you have your lighting in place, buy a small amount of the color you think you want and paint a section of wall or ceiling. (Put up the fixtures temporarily, if you need to, to see the effect.) A color that seems brilliant may wash out; a color you hoped was a subtle, greyed hue might be more intense than you bargained for; a cozy tan can turn to pasty flesh. It all depends on the quality and location of light, and the surfaces that the light is bouncing off.

ALSO, YOU MIGHT have to shade or tint a color for part of the job. For example, we had to darken the paint color in the pocket created by the riser wall just to make it match the rest of the walls, because the line of light washed it out.

ABOVE ALL, do not feel like a failure if you don't get the color right the first time. It happens to all of us. (That's why you didn't buy six gallons of a custom color up front, right?)

ALTHOUGH our specific solutions may not fit conditions in your house, the principles are food for thought. Indirect lighting can be used in lots of places besides a pipe chase -- say, atop a breakfront or behind the cornice on kitchen cabinets. And even if you don't like the looks of our sconce, its basic design is worth noting: Really, it's just a fancy shade mounted over an inexpensive fixture -- one that already had UL approval.
Tricks Of the Trades

by Joseph V. Scaduto

AS A GENERAL CONTRACTOR, I work with all types of tradespeople, and I'm frequently surprised by the various "tricks of the trade" they employ. When I express amazement at some of their ingenious solutions, they'll give me a look of "what's with you?" They seem to freely pass these tricks amongst themselves, but the information seldom finds its way into print. Maybe people in the building trades are like magicians, sworn never to give away their tricks. Well, if that's true, somebody should have told me, because I just can't resist the urge to pass on a few of them.

I WAS IN such a predicament during a recent blizzard. Fortunately, my plumber associate came down to the basement, looked over the situation, and immediately corrected it this way: He just took a hammer and gently tapped the leaking area of the pipe, forming the surrounding soft lead into a self-sealing patch. I stress that the tapping was gentle. He emphasized that this was just a temporary repair and that the entire line should be replaced as soon as possible. His temporary repair lasted for 18 months....

Jeeves, Draw My Baath...
And Fetch The Caulking Gun

WHAT'S THE MAJOR CAUSE of tile and wallboard failure in bathrooms? Water penetration, of course. Once the seal between the tile and the tub is broken, water can penetrate; over a period of time, it will cause tiles to fall off walls, and plaster or wallboard to crumble. Wait too long and the wall studs and floor joists could be damaged.

HOW DO YOU PREVENT these failures? Most people would say, "just caulk up the space between the tub and the wall." That's correct, but you must keep in mind the difference between an empty tub and one that has both a person and water in it. The difference is hundreds of pounds; enough pressure to cause the tub to move away from the wall -- not enough movement to see, but enough to break the seal of caulking compound.

ANY "OLD-TIME" TILESETTER can give you the solution to this problem: Apply the caulk while the tub is full of water -- preferably with you in the tub. (Silicone rubber tub-and-tile caulk is best.) The idea is to caulk the tub while it is at its lowest point. After the caulk has set, drain the tub. Any further movement will not adversely affect the caulking because the seal was applied while the gap was at its widest.

When An Irresistible Force Meets An Immovable Object, The Irresistible Force Wins

ANYONE WHO HAS ever tried to take apart old galvanized plumbing knows that sometimes a threaded pipe joint will simply refuse to move. In such cases, my plumbing associate says, "Think positive. If the pipes won't move, persuade them."

A Lead Pipe Cinch

ANY BUILDINGS still have lead water lines running from the street to the basement. Lead from these pipes leaches into the water -- a known health hazard. Still, many people haven't yet replaced their lead pipes. Some don't even know they have lead pipes, until one breaks during a hard freeze (which guarantees you can't get a plumber for weeks). And even if you could get a plumber, the ground might be frozen too hard to allow you to dig up the whole pipe.

Once we had an 18-inch pipe wrench on an unyielding pipe. Our best effort failed to move it, and I was ready to give up. But not my associate; he took a length of scrap pipe and fitted it onto the handle of the wrench. The 18-inch wrench was transformed into a giant 30-inch wrench, and the stubborn joint, of course, gave in. The one thing you have to be aware of when using "pipe persuaders" is this:
in his truck one day when we received an emergency call from his office. A homeowner had tried to remove the oil filter from his oil tank, but had broken off the shutoff valve.

WE FOUND the embarrassed homeowner in his basement. He had jammed a plug into the hole of the oil tank to stem the flow of oil. My friend looked at the tank and then at the homeowner, and started mumbling to himself. I wondered how in heaven's name will he repair the shutoff valve when the tank was still three-quarters full?

MY FRIEND ASKED me jokingly, "Okay Joe, how are you going to replace the valve without losing any oil?" The only thing that I could think of was to completely drain the tank of oil and then repair the valve. His answer was, "Nah, that's too much work. Let's do it the easy way."

AND EASY IT WAS. It seems that this problem is fairly common, and my friend had done this type of repair many times before. The first thing he did was go outside and pop off the cap to the oil-tank vent pipe. He then took his industrial vacuum cleaner and hooked up the hose to the exposed vent pipe. I was given the honor of plugging in the vac. WITH THE VACUUM SWITCHED ON, we went back down to the basement. He walked over to the tank and removed the temporary plug. I expected oil to come running out, but none did. Hy friend explained that the vacuum created within the tank prevented the oil from leaking out. He quickly replaced the broken valve and said, "Now wasn't that easy!" I guess anything is easy, if you know what you're doing.

THE DREADED ICE DAM

IF YOU LIVE IN AN AREA that gets heavy snow accumulations, you should be aware of the ice-dam problem: Ice from intermittent melting builds up at the eaves; melting snow runs down until it hits this ice "dam," and then accumulated water seeps up behind roof shingles and runs into the house, where it soaks insulation, damages plaster, and rots framing members.

HERE'S THE SOLUTION to the ice-dam problem: When you re-roof, install a 3-ft.-wide strip of 90-lb. roll roofing along the eaves of the house, then install shingles over the roll roofing. Water usually won't back up on the roof more than three feet, even if there is an ice dam. (As an alternative to roll roofing, you can install a 3-ft.-wide roll of sheet metal -- copper or terne-coated stainless are best.)

PROPER ATTIC INSULATION and ventilation are also important in preventing the formation of ice dams -- especially in old houses where the original insulation and ventilation have been changed, or were inadequate originally. Your local heating utility probably has good information on insulation and ventilation specifications for your area.

A Word Of Caution

THESE TRICKS are simple and easily applied, but you should use caution and common sense before employing any unfamiliar process. This is particularly true when you're repairing leaking water lines or working on an oil tank. If you're not sure whether or not your "trick" will work, call in an expert. But even if you do have to call in professionals, you might have the chance to show them some "tricks of the trade."
Reading The Old House
The Romanesque Revival -- A.K.A. Richardsonian Romanesque
BY JAMES C. MASSEY & SHIRLEY MAXWELL

If ANY SINGLE architectural style characterizes urban neighborhoods built within the last decades of the 19th century, surely it is the Romanesque Revival. Just as Gothic seemed "the only proper style" for country and suburban residences in the 1850s, the Romanesque Revival expressed the worldly outlook and solid prosperity of the city's growing middle and upper classes in the 1880s. Indeed, Romanesque dwellings usually had clients -- and architects -- as substantial as the buildings themselves.

LIKE THE GOTHIC, the Romanesque Revival had its origins in medieval Europe, particularly in the churches of England, France, and Germany. But while the soaring spires and pointed arches of Gothic structures aim for the heavens, Romanesque buildings cling determinedly to the earth, firmly anchored by squat, round arches and heavy masonry. Their thick, fortress-like walls and forbidding corner towers rebuff the encroaching city. Not for them the wide, welcoming verandahs of the Queen Anne and the Eastlake!

IN THE UNITED STATES, the style took root in the 1850s, in important public buildings like James Renwick's castle-like design for the Smithsonian Institution, and churches such as John Notman's Holy Trinity in Philadelphia.

Stylistic variants were often named for the regions from which their features were drawn: English Norman, Italian Lombard, German, Burgundian, Auvernesque -- each a variation on a theme. Then, in the late-19th century, the style fell into the hands of an architectural genius, Henry Hobson Richardson. His influence, although brief, was so profound that American Romanesque Revival became, once and for all, "Richardsonian Romanesque."

"... dignity and strength, calmness and repose ... could only be obtained by the most carefully studied proportion of parts and masses, by the greatest simplicity of form and treatment, -- for grandeur is always characterized by simplicity, -- and by unity of design, to obtain which I used one consistent treatment around the whole structure, interior and exterior."

- H.H. Richardson, 1883

AT FIRST, Richardson used the style only in public buildings and churches; his Trinity Church in Boston remains the major example. Later, in a remarkable architectural transference, he adapted the monumental forms to the needs of the Victorian city residence, such as the John Hay and Henry Adams houses in
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Washington (1884) and Chicago's Glessner House (1885 -- certainly one of America's finest town houses).

FROM RICHARDSON, the style spread quickly to other architects and areas. His followers included his successors in his architectural firm, Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge; other notables were Ware and Van Brunt, John Wellborn Root, James H. Windrim and Thomas P. Schneider. The style was used for all types of buildings, particularly in the newer building areas of midwestern cities.

ROMANESQUE REVIVAL BUILDINGS are nearly always of masonry construction, preferably in rugged, rock-faced stone with heavy, intertwining decorative forms. Mixtures of stone, which might include granite and brownstone, were chosen for color and effect. Brick walls with stone or terracotta trim are also common. The mood is generally dark and ponderous, often even gloomy or pretentious to the modern eye. There are few examples in wood, although there is a resemblance to the Shingle Style, in which Richardson also worked.

WILLIAM A. RICHARDSON, an inceptive innovator, the style spread quickly to other architects and areas. His followers included his successors in his architectural firm, Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge, other notables were Ware and Van Brunt, John Wellborn Root, James H. Windrim and Thomas P. Schneider. The style was used for all types of buildings, particularly in the newer building areas of midwestern cities.

ORNAMENT is varied and dramatic, as bold and basic as the style itself. In addition to linear decorations on arches, doorways, and belt courses, there is a wealth of figurative ornamentation drawn from original sources, with a wonderfully literal nomenclature: beak, cable, chevron, roll, nailhead, dogtooth, cat's-head, billets, scallops, lozenges.

FEW OF THE ARCHITECTS who adopted the style handled it as well as Richardson. An inventive user of "stereotomy" (the science and art of stonecutting), he carefully planned the size and placement of every stone before construction. Less-talented imitators favored picturesque, asymmetrical forms that were based more on a hodgepodge of motifs than on the coherent overall composition exhibited by Richardson's designs. A penchant for "quaintness" lead to bartizans without and inglenooks within. The style was rarely pure in its execution, and houses of the period were often warmed somewhat by Queen Anne elements.

AFTER RICHARDSON'S DEATH IN 1885, Romanesque forms quickly gave way to the picturesque pleasures and human scale of Queen Anne and Shingle styles, and by the turn of the century Americans were building cozy suburban bungalows -- a dizzying change in only 20 years.

The Old-House Journal
Inside a Romanesque Masterpiece

In 1885, when H. H. Richardson planned a Chicago home for John J. Glessner, he not only outraged Glessner’s neighbors — he also revolutionized the way architects laid out domestic interiors.

The heavy beams, dark panelling, and massive fireplace in the entrance hall suggest the great hall of a medieval castle. The balustrade on the main stair has four baluster patterns — one of each on each step — an idea borrowed from early American homes. (Late in Mr. Glessner’s life, he still vividly recalled that the balusters had cost $1 each.) The Glessners used this space as a “living hall,” and had it more extensively furnished and carpeted than it is today.

Althought the Glessner House is severe and fortress-like on the outside (which greatly upset the neighbors), the warm oak interior creates a homely, sheltered environment that still captures the spirit of the Glessner family.

Instead of the street, Richardson’s revolutionary plan focused the house on the landscaped courtyard — where there were numerous ample windows and curving towers and bays. Because the Glessners entertained frequently and on a large scale, Richardson planned interior circulation with great care. All major rooms have at least two doorways, allowing the house to comfortably accommodate 100 or more guests. With so much traffic through the house, the Glessner family appreciated the extra soundproofing that Richardson had specified.

The library, as it looked in the Glessner era. Dark wood, imposing beams, and a king-size chimney piece create a serene refuge. Above the bookcases, a blue glaze over yellow paint was used to produce brilliant green walls. Many of the gas and electric fixtures, wallpapers, curtains, and carpets in the house came from (William) Morris & Co., London.
QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS

The FINEST SEAGREEN ROOF

USUAL WOOD SHEATHING

36'-15* FELT WITH 4" LAP
LAID AS USUAL

USE ONLY COPPER NAILS

UNDEREAVE COURSE

USUAL CANT STRIP

Original and Resawn
HEART PINE FLOORING

Hand-hewn beams, moulding, doors, wainscoting and antique brick

8,000 sq. ft. of completely hand-built housing for your viewing.

THE JOINERY CO.
P.O. BOX 518
TARBORO, N.C. 27884

Call 919-825-3306 for an appointment.

Wes-Pine

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL WINDOWS

Wes-Pine Also Manufactures Bays, Picture Windows, Casements And Awnings.

When You Think Wood Windows, Think...

WEST RANOVER, MA
Quality And Service Since 1952

CLASSIC RUMFORD FIREPLACES

We must never forget that it is the room that heats the air, and not the air that heats the room.

Count Rumford, 1798

Tall and graceful, the all masonry Classic Rumford fireplace is shallow to reflect more heat into the room. And the throat is streamlined to require less air to carry away the smoke. More heat and less air means more comfort and efficiency.

Whether you're building a new energy-efficient home, or restoring the fireplaces in an historic home, insist on a Classic Rumford. Built by FlueWorks.

Exclusively from FLUEWORKS, Inc.

110 West Space Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215
614/221-8918
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What's in 10 years of The Old-House Journal?
Everything!

Sometimes even we at Old-House Journal are amazed at how much useful information is in the past ten years of our issues. We have a 2000-volume library and lots of connections in the field, yet we still find ourselves turning first to the Old-House Journal Yearbooks for the answers.

If you're restoring a house, you should be using this same resource to answer your questions: the complete ten-volume set of Old-House Journal Yearbooks!

Each Yearbook contains a full year of The Old-House Journal, neatly and permanently bound, and easily accessible with the indispensable Cumulative Index.

Order the full set of ten Yearbooks for just $108 — you save $56 based on the single Yearbook price — and we'll include a free copy of the Cumulative Index (a $9.95 value).

Or order just the 1970s set, or the 1980s set.

Here's a taste of what you'll find in ten years of Old-House Journals — all still relevant, accurate, and informative articles:

- Linoleum Glue Removal
- Insulating Attics
- The Aesthetic Movement, 1870s-1880s
- Bugs That Destroy Old Houses
- Refinishing Stripped Wood
- Making Cornice Mouldings
- Canvassing Porch Floors
- Installing Exterior Columns
- Wood Preservatives
- Preventing Fire Hazards
- Stencilling Techniques
- Baltimore Heater Repair
- Storm Window Options
- Stair Tread Replacement
- Gardens and Landscaping
- New Source for Pushbutton Switches
- Stripping Woodwork
- Window Sash Repairs
- Foundation Jacking
- Removing Varnishes
- Exterior Paint Colors
- Repairing Loists
- Winterizing Old Houses
- Making Valance Boards
- Preparing for Painting
- Kitchen Design
- Chimney Liners Compared
- Making Victorian Lampshades
- Gilding Glass
- The Dutch Colonial Revival
- Gutter Repair
- Antique Hardware Sources
- Framing a Circular Tower Roof
- History of Speaking Tubes
- House Framing Types
- Maintaining Heating Systems
- Trellises and Arbors
- Craftsman Furniture
- Making Gingerbread
- Causes of Cracks
- Bleaching Wood
- Installing Tin Ceilings
- Greek Revival Drapery
- Wet Basement Hints
- Laying Brick Walls
- Anglo-Japanese Decor
- Troubleshooting Radiator Vents
- Victorian Picture Hanging Styles
- Brownstone Patching
- Calcimine Paint Removal
- Spatterwork
- Coal Stove Repairs
- A Whetstone Formula
- Restoring Cast Iron
- Repairing Sub-Floors
- Graining and Stencilling
- Installing Mantels
- Heat Pumps
- Queen Anne Decoration
- Victorian Parlor Decor
- Repairing Linoleum
THE ENERGY SAVER FOR SASH CORD WINDOWS

Anderson Pulley Seals are the most cost-effective way to reduce air leakage in sash cord windows. They are the key to making sash cord windows as tight as new windows.

- Installs quickly, easily.
- Will not affect window operation.
- Reduces air infiltration by one-third, as documented by a Princeton University Study.
- Permanent.

Order Anderson Pulley Seals directly from the manufacturer. Available in white or brown for $1.95 per window. Send check or money order to Anderson Pulley Seal.

920 West 53rd Street
Minneapolis, MN 55419
(612) 827-1117

"I'm a paint stripping contractor, so I'm always looking for the most efficient tools. I've tried all the new plastic heat guns on the market. And believe me, the all-metal Master HG-501 is still the best. It's got lots more stripping power. Besides, it's almost bulletproof; it'll take a lot of abuse and keep on working. That's important to me, because my tools have to be on the job 8 hours a day, 5 days a week."

— Hal Pelier

OHJ's editors have been conducting extensive tests on all the new plastic heat guns that have been advertised on TV. And we've come to the same conclusion as Hal Pelier: The red, all-metal Master HG-501 takes off the most paint in the shortest time.

Family Handyman magazine found the same thing. In test results reported in the March 1985 issue, the Family Handyman reviewer said of the Master HG-501: "It did the best job for me."

Although The Old-House Journal has been selling the Master HG-501 for several years, we have no ties to Master. (We are free to sell any heat gun — or no heat gun at all.) We offer the Master HG-501 because it is an industrial tool that is not generally available to home-owners. For our readers who want the best, we'll continue to make available the all-metal HG-501 by mail.

THE HG-501 vs. TV HEAT GUNS

In our tests, we found three major differences between the Master HG-501 and the mass-market TV heat guns: (1) the phrase "high-impact corrosion resistant material" means "plastic." The HG-501, on the other hand, has an industrial-quality cast-aluminum body that will stand a lot of rugged use. (2) With cheaper heat guns, heat output drops off after a while — which means slower paint stripping. The HG-501 runs at a steady efficient temperature, hour after hour. (3) When a cheaper heat gun is dead, it's dead. By contrast, the long-lasting ceramic heating element in the HG-501 is replaceable. When it eventually burns out, you can put a new one in yourself for $8. (OHJ maintains a stock of replacement elements.) Also, with the HG-501 you get two helpful flyers prepared by our editors: one gives hints and tips for stripping with heat; the other explains lead poisoning and fire hazards. OHJ is the only heat gun supplier to give full details on the dangers posed by lead-based paint.

HOW WE CAME TO SELL THE MASTER HG-501

The Old-House Journal created the market for paint stripping heat guns. Back in 1976, Patricia & Willie Talbert of Oakland, Calif., told us about a remarkable way they'd discovered to strip paint in their home: using an industrial tool called a heat gun. We published their letter. . . then were deluged with phone calls and letters from people who couldn't find this wonder tool, the HG-501.

Specifications for the HG-501:

- Fastest, cleanest way to strip paint. Heat guns are NOT recommended for varnish, shellac, or milk paint.
- UL approved.
- Adjustable air intake varies temperature between 500 F. and 750 F.
- Draws 14 amps at 115 volts.
- Rugged die-cast aluminum body — no plastics.
- Handy built-in tool stand.
- 6-month manufacturer's warranty.
- Guaranteed by The Old-House Journal: If a gun malfunctions within 60 days of purchase, return it to OHJ and we'll replace it free.
- Price: $77.95 — including UPS shipping. Use Order Form in this issue.
Decorative Metal Ceilings

Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038

Wood Products from

The Victorian Age

Whether you are building or remodeling, you can create Victorian elegance throughout your building. Over 350 mouldings, headblocks, baseblocks, casings and wainscot of authentic Victorian designs are illustrated in our 32-page catalog. Custom milled mouldings are available in any wood as well as in a standard stock of premium grade pine and oak. Our catalog contains 40 detailed construction drawings that will enable home owners and builders to design their own Victorian masterpieces. For Catalog and Price Sheet send $3.50 to:

SILVERTON
VICTORIAN
MILL WORKS
Box 877-35 Dept. OHJ
Silvertown, Colorado 81433
(303) 387-5716

AWARD WINNING HOUSE PLANS

— CUSTOM DESIGNED COLLECTIONS

A
B
C
D
E

1000 to 2000 sq. ft. 50 elevations/plans...
2000 to 3500 sq. ft. 50 elevations/plans...
3500 to 5000 sq. ft. 50 elevations/plans...
5000 to 6500 sq. ft. 50 elevations/plans...
6500 and up sq. ft. 50 elevations/plans...

50 Traditional Fireplaces...
English Tudor Houses...
English Tudor Details...
Story Book Houses...
American Colonial Houses...
Georgian Houses...
Southern Colonial Houses...
French Normandy Houses...
French Mansions...
Victorian Houses...
Classical European Houses...

Send check or money order to:

MIKE TECTON'S CUSTOM HOMES
1469 Spring Vale Ave., Dept. OH-2
McLean, Virginia 22101
(703) 356-5800
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Restoration Products

Reviewed by Larry Jones

Classic Hardware

In case you're unfamiliar with Garrett Wade's excellent Woodworking Tools Catalog, now is a good time to order the new 1986 edition ($3). They also have a fine little catalog called Classic Hardware. Most of the hardware is North American or British, is solid brass and reflects a considerable amount of hand labor. Many are authentic for period furniture, and could be considered original rather than reproduction because they're made from 100-year-old casting and forging moulds.

Midget Louvers

Does wood deterioration and/or paint failure plague your house? You can eliminate a lot of problems by venting enclosed spaces, from the foundation crawl space to the attic and cornice. The vents should be in inconspicuous locations, so as not to detract from the building; they also have to be of sufficient size to ventilate properly.

The round Midget louvers come in diameters from 1 to 6 in. and are simple to install. Drill or cut a hole into the surface to be vented and simply tap the round louver into place. No nails or screws are required because the louvers are slotted for tension and swedged for anchorage. The aluminum louvers come in two main styles: the #LD Midget with insect screen (for interior use or for areas where there's no danger of rain blowing in); the regular Midget with screen and louvered deflector.

With these louvers you can ventilate everything from sof-fits to the cavities of damp basement cinder-block walls; they're especially handy for venting newel posts and columns. Be sure not to paint over the louvers -- you'll stop them up. And size the vents accordingly, because the louvers and deflectors reduce the area of the vent and amount of air that can pass through it. The regular aluminum louvers sell for $5.56 per dozen for the 1-in. size; most sizes can be found locally at paint and hardware dealers. For more information write Midget Louver Co., Dept. OHJ, 800 Main Ave., Rt. 7, Norwalk, CT 06852. (203) 866-2342.

All of these pieces are pictured actual size in the catalog -- you can trace or cut out the photos to see how the hardware will look with your furniture. You will also find a handy hardware primer in the front and back of the catalog. The bulk of the catalog consists of pulls, knobs, and hinges of every size and shape. But there are also a lot of pieces that we haven't seen available before, such as a forged chest chain with mounting tips, which would work perfectly for transom windows. There's a very nice selection of high-quality brass picture hooks, braided-brass picture wire, and plate rings for hanging pictures from picture rails. The prices range from $8.85 to $32. To get your copy of Classic Hardware, send $1 to Garrett Wade Co., Dept. OHJ, 161 Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY 10013. (212) 807-1757.

For Stove & Hearth

Have a stove, range, or fireplace -- antique or modern -- that you want to keep safe, efficient, and attractive? Then you'll be glad to hear about Temproof, a new line of maintenance and repair products from United Gilsonite Laboratories. There's furnace cement, stove polish (paste and liquid), 1200-degree stove paint, fireplace mortar (black, buff, and grey), stove-gasket cement, chimney treatment, gasket replacement kits, stove thermometers, and self-serve spoons of bulk fiberglass gasketing. And all these materials -- which can be darn hard to find locally -- are conveniently packaged in small containers, so you don't end up with leftover. Especially for old equipment: The furnace cement allows you to seal up cracks and seams; the stove-gasket cement makes antique stoves more airtight. Products are available from hardware and paint centers nation-wide. For more information write Temproof, UGL, Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 70, Scranton, PA 18501. (800) UGL-LABS.

Border Paper

Here's something a little different: a new 9-in. wide, Icanthus-leaf-design, trompe l'oeil, fabric-backed border paper. The matte-finish vinyl paper mimics a cast-plaster frieze border with subtle shading for depth, and comes in beige, grey, and taupe. It sells for $4.95 per yard (5-yard minimum), plus $3.50 shipping and handling. Samples are free by writing Metrostyle, Dept. OHJ, 1634 Norman Way 8, Madison, WI 53705.

Jan-Feb 1986
CATHEDRAL STONE COMPANY, INC.
Limestone & Sandstone Products
Historic Preservation Specialists
Consulting Services

Specialists in reproducing building ornamentation for replacement or repair. Complete stone fabrication plant on premises. Supplier of Jahn Masonry Restoration Products.

2505 REED STREET, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20018
(202) 832-1135

BRIAN F. LEO CUSTOM HARDWARE
High quality door and window hardware, cast in bronze, steel, or other metals, to order.

Door knobs, escutcheons, hinges, grips and handles.
Custom replicating a specialty.

12-page brochure $3.00.
7520 STEVENS AVE SO.
RICHFIELD, MN. 55423
612-861-1473

The answer is yes; some jobs are too big and some jobs are too small.

AUTHENTIC WALLCOVERINGS
BORDERS AND FABRICS
CURRENT COLLECTIONS:
• AMERICAN COLONIAL VOL. XI "Historic Society of Early American Decoration"
• ROYALE LIMOGES II—From the fine French Porcelains
• WATERFORD V—Traditional
• THIBAUT’S SCREEN PRINTED MURALS
• HISTORIC HOUSE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Available through fine interior decorators and wallcovering shops
Send $2.00 for all five full-color brochures to
RICHARD E. THIBAUT, 706 S. 21st ST., IRVINGTON, N.J. 07111

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
TREMONT NAIL CO.
P.O. Box 111 Dept.OHJ-6
Wareham, Mass. 02571

CUT NAIL KIT
A unique collection of Tremont Old Fashioned nails containing 20 varieties and a history of Cut Nail Making in America. Cut nails are ideal for most nailing projects. Nail head patterns for decorative effects are shown in our Sample Set and catalog.

SAMPLE SET $3.75 ppd.
U.S. funds only

Mass. residents add 5% Sales Tax

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
TREMONT NAIL CO.
P.O. Box 111 Dept.OHJ-6
Wareham, Mass. 02571
Fireplace Surrounds

If you're building or restoring a fireplace you might want to consider a decorative fire surround and summer cover. Nostalgia offers five styles reproduced from Savannah originals in either cast iron or aluminum. The iron nautical cover and surround, pictured, is $144.65 plus shipping. Send $2.50 for a catalog from Nostalgia Architectural Antiques, Dept. OHJ, 307 Stiles Ave., Savannah, GA 31401. (912) 232-2324.

Reproduction Clocks

Cumberland General Store has a collection of four clocks, three of which are reproductions of original designs. Each clock is imported with a movement that counts the hours and strikes on the half hour. Our favorite is the Patti model, originally produced in 1860 by the B.N. Welch Co. This 29-lb. mantel clock is made of solid walnut and has a cast brass pendulum and two side windows; its nicely turned features include a top rail and four ornate columns. It sells for $198 plus shipping.

All the clocks in this line would look good in any old house: the Danbury mantel/shelf clock of 1890 by Seth Thomas, with hand-carved floral designs, $280; the 1903 Stationmaster wall clock by Sessions, with a silkscreened railroad station on its glass door, $249; the Railroad Regulator, a recreation of a typical turn-of-the-century railroad wall clock, with solid-iron movement, $269. Shipping and handling charges are F.O.B. from Crossville, Tenn. Send $3.75 for the Wish & Want Book (a catalog jam-packed with practical "old-time" items for home or farm) from Cumberland General Store, Dept. OHJ, Route 3, Crossville, TN 38555. (615) 484-8481.

High-Performance Caulk

Sikaflex Multi-Caulk may be the answer for those places on your old house where conventional caulks fail. The one-part polyurethane is a caulk/adhesive with a high bond strength; it clings tightly to wood, metal, plastic, masonry, tile, and other materials. Apply it whenever the surface is above freezing. Use your fingertip, dipped in diluted soapy water, for tooling before it skins over; then immediately apply paint or stain (paint will slow its curing rate). The caulk can be sand­ed when cured. (Belt sanding is best; rotary Sanders can pull the caulk loose.) The caulk stays permanently flexible, allowing for expansion and contraction. It's best bonded to dissimilar materials, such as wood and galvanized metal. It should work well for porch floorboard joints, wood trim and siding seams, door and window trim, and masonry joints; it's not advised for tub and shower joints, or to replace missing pieces of wood. It's reversible, so old Sikaflex joints can be cleaned out and new Sikaflex or other caulks can be effectively applied.

This new consumer-grade caulk has a longer shelf life and is easier to apply with a caulking gun than the marine and commercial grades of Sika­flex; otherwise there's no difference. It's the first polyurethane caulk to be available to homeowners from home centers and hardware stores, and comes in Terratone Bronze, Midnight Black, Snow­flake White, D.C. Tan, Dark Bronze, and Limestone Gray. Each 10.3-fl.-oz. cartridge sells for around $4, and will seal a 1/4-x-1/4-in. joint that's 24 linear feet long. For a free brochure write or call Sika Corporation, Retail Sales Division, Dept. OHJ, 210 River St., Hackensack, NJ 07601. (201) 933-8800.
Antique Lighting
Circa 1840-1935
Chandeliers • Floor, Table, & Desk Lamps • Wall Sconces
Art Glass • Cut Glass • Fine Furniture
Objects De Art
ALL ORIGINALS • NO REPRODUCTIONS
Antique Lighting Specialists

STANLEY GALLERIES

Open Noon-7 PM
Sunday Till 6 PM
2118 North Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60614
312-281-1614
Special requests answered promptly
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supaflu

The Ultimate Flue Liner
For Masonry Chimneys

Cast-In-Place Lining
- Seals
- Cures Condensation
- Insulates
- Improves Combustion Efficiency
- Lines & Makes Chimneys Safe
- Impervious to Corrosion
- All in One Process


Supaflu is recognized by the International Conference of Building Officials -- Report No. 3937.

National Supaflu Systems, Inc.
Chimney Lining and Relining
Dealerships Available -- call or write today
P.O. Box 89 Walton, NY 13856
(607) 865-7636

National Supaflu Systems, Inc.

Chimney Lining and Relining
Dealerships Available -- call or write today
P.O. Box 89 Walton, NY 13856
(607) 865-7636

Carlisle Restoration Lumber
Route 123, Stoddard, N. H. 03464
603-446-3937

WIDE PINE BOARDS (12” to 22” WIDE)
(Flooring & Paneling)
SHIP-LAPPED BOARDS (10” to 12” WIDE)

Reproductions of Early American Hardware

WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS, INC.
1 Buttonshop Rd. Dept. OH2
Williamsburg, MA 01096
Catalog $3.00

Victorian Gingerbread

AND NOW...A Full Line of PORCH TURNINGS!
- Victorian Porch Posts
- Porch & Stair Balusters
- Newel Posts
- Hand Railings
- Finials

Same Excellent Quality, Reasonable Prices, & Prompt Shipments you have come to expect from this Major Supplier of VICTORIAN MILLWORK! Illustrated Catalog '82.

DEPT. 310, 513 S. ADAMS,
FREDERICKSBURG, TX 78624, 512/997-9513

Illustrated Catalog, $3.00

DEPT. 310, 513 S. ADAMS,
FREDERICKSBURG, TX 78624, 512/997-9513
Are you stuck with some crummy old aluminum sliding doors, perhaps in an addition? If so, Marvin Windows has a new solution: the Marvin Terrace Door, a patio-type door of non-fingerjointed lumber. Made from deep-treated Ponderosa pine, these hinged or sliding doors can be ordered in a variety of sizes, including 5-ft. and 6-ft. retro sizes, and 8-ft. heights. We especially like the authentic, individually glazed, divided-light option — no cheap, pop-in plastic muntin-bar grids here! It's available with either single or insulated-tempered glass. The doors can be ordered with or without the standard Marvin lock system; their foam-filled weatherstripping along the Lexan header and jam eliminates air infiltration. Also available is energy-saving Low E glass, removable double glazing, leaded-glass panels, and a storm-and-screen combination. And there's Marvin's Retro-Glide Patio Door, a wood slider that's designed to fit into existing metal door openings.

For more information on these and other products contact Marvin Windows, Dept. OHJ, Warroad, MN 56763. (800) 346-5128.

Thermal Window Shades

For those wanting to make their own thermal window shades, Rockland Industries makes insulated drapery materials that are sold in many department stores and fabric shops. The Wonderful Window Shade System is a new line of window based on shades made of DuPont Baco Hollowfill II, Mylar, Roc-Ion Thermalsuede, and a polyurethane moisture barrier. Once covered with your decorative fabric, the shade is mounted on the window with an ingenious plastic track system of snap tape and glides, which allows removal and reinstallation of the window covering, and lets it operate vertically or horizontally (handy for sliding doors). The shade systems are available in Roman, ballroom, and Austrian shades, or traditional draperies. For flush-mounted shades that provide an air-tight seal around your windows, try Roc-Ion Magnetic Tape.

You can sew-it-yourself with prepackaged kits (or by-the-yard through fabric outlets). Ready-made kits are available from home centers and department stores. Made-to-measure shades, for odd size windows, can be ordered through your decorator or Rockland service center. Custom-made shades and draperies are available through decorators or home-furnishing dealers. A ready-made insulated Roman shade, complete with track, 36-in. x 36-in., sells for about $49.95; the same shade for an 84-in.-x-84-in. patio door is around $129.95. For free color brochures of these products and a listing of the dealers nearest you, write Rockland Industries, Inc., Thermal Products Division, Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 17293, Baltimore, MD 21203. (301) 522-2505.

Insulating Shades

Good insulating window shades do more than reduce drafts and make the house warmer in winter. They save you money on summer air-conditioning. You can make your own shades for any window in your old house in about two hours -- providing you know how to sew and you follow the step-by-step instructions in the Sensible Warmshade booklet from the Jasmine Company. The $3 booklet contains complete illustrated instructions, a materials list, and buying information. The company also sells many of the necessary materials for making the shades, such as insulating fabric and magnetic-edge tape. For a free brochure write the Jasmine Co., Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 7304, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-2150.
Modern day craftsmen devoted to sensitive restoration work quickly gain a great appreciation and respect for the outstanding talents of yesterday's artisans. It is with this attitude that C & H Roofing began its challenging restoration work several years ago. The beautiful, flowing contours of the cottage thatch roof afforded us the opportunity to restore what we consider a roofing "work of art". And we treat every job that way.

After completing our first wood thatch project several years ago, reroofing requests came in from all across the United States. We have since then installed these unique roofs from New York to California, as well as being extensively involved in roof consultation work. We've redesigned and rebuilt conventional roofs to the curved framing, and even built a new house with the thatch style roof. One of our services that is rapidly gaining interest across the country is our custom manufacturing of bent wood shingles, which we have been shipping throughout the United States for installation by competent local roofers. We have beautiful color brochures of our work which we will be happy to send upon request. For more information, contact C & H Roofing, 1713 S. Cliff Ave., Sioux Falls, SD 57105. We invite phone inquiries (605) 332-5060.
New!

The Ornamental Ceiling

a modular set of wallpaper patterns adaptable to any ceiling plan.

Bradbury & Bradbury
handprinted art wallpapers

P.O. Box 155-C  Benicia, California 94510  707-746-1900  Complete Catalog $2.00
Our FINISH is the Beginning of Your New Bathroom!

Are you thinking about tearing out your chipped or stained sink or tile? Well don't...Because you can now Redecorate your old bathroom without the cost or mess of removing and replacing your old plumbing and fixtures. This can be accomplished by resurfacing your present bathroom fixtures with our exclusive synthetic porcelain. We can even resurface tile walls. Every Decorator Color to choose from and they're all Guaranteed...Why not call now for your free estimate?

PERMA CERAM®
"We Make NEW out of Old"

PERMA CERAM
65 Smithtown Blvd., Smithtown, NY 11787

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-645-5039
in New York State: 516-724-1205

Heart of Pine Specialist


E.T. Moore Jr. Company

Plant 804-231-1823
3100 North Hopkins Road, Suite 101, Richmond, VA 23224

FANCY BUTT SHINGLES
PATTERNS OFFERING A VARIETY OF SHAPES THAT REACH BACK TO THE 19TH CENTURY. KOPPERS TREATED AVAILABLE CAN BE SHIPPED NATIONWIDE BROCHURES AND INFORMATION MAILED UPON REQUEST

SOUTH COAST SHINGLE CO.
2220 E. SOUTH ST., LONG BEACH, CA 90805 (213) 634-7100

Notecards and Prints
Presenting beautiful and intricate drawings of houses from America's past, on charming note cards and fine art prints. Ideal for sending, collecting and decorating.

Notecards 8 designs, with envelopes $4.50
Prints Set of 4 8½" x 11" houses Special: Cards and prints only $11.00
1986 Wall Calendar 13 drawings $6.95
Rubber Stamps 8 designs available $4.95 ea.
Recipe Box Wood box w/32 cards $8.95

Send for our free catalog
Send check, money order, or use VISA, MC or Am Ex. Include all numbers and signature. Add $1.00 per order postage. Calif res. add sales tax. MAIL TO:
ARCHITECTURAL ORIGINALS
P.O. Box 80230H, NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92668

Heritage Homes Designers
Victorian Home Plan Books $5 each book 1 - 12 plans - book 2 - 10 plans CATALOGUES SENT ON APPLICATION
650 kriegel rd., wharton, texas 77488

Restore even this rotted, crumbling wood.

An unprecedented advance in wood repair, the Wood Restoration System, with LiquidWood and WoodEpox. can regenerate rotted, damaged, even missing wood. Available in kit form. Can be used for virtually any application. Send for free 4-page brochure and full details.

ABATRON, INC.
141 Center Dr., Dept OH
Gilberts, IL 60136
312-426-2200
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Quarter-Round Compromise

QUARTER-ROUND SHOE MOULDING solves a real problem: It closes the gap between the baseboard and the floor, cutting down on air leakage. However, the disadvantage is that it doesn't really belong in an old house (as we nit-pickers remind ourselves). Also, quarter-round keeps furniture farther from the wall than we would like to have it. So before I began painting the baseboards and working on the floors in my house, I removed the quarter-round that had been added. Afterwards, I bought brown latex caulk and ran it around all of my baseboards, and then touched it up with baseboard paint.

-- Charles W. Wilson, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

How To Sop The Slime

HERE'S A TIP on removing old varnish from interior woodwork. Use a liquid-type stripper applied with #1 steel wool pads (if you tear the pads into quarters they'll go a lot further). After rubbing with steel wool, allow the stripper to work for a minute longer, then apply more stripper. Wipe the mess off with old horsehair carpet pads cut into 3-in. squares. That crummy old padding works great for sopping up the slime. These pads are still available, and they're cheap.

-- Ken Runyan, Elgin, Ill.

A Brand New (Mortar) Bag

HERE'S A HELPFUL HINT I'd like to pass along to the readers of The Old-House Journal. When pointing brick, take a heavy plastic bag and cut a 1/2-in. hole in one corner. Mix the mortar very fine and slightly wet. Pour the mortar into the bag and twist the top closed. Squeeze the bag, and the mortar comes out as if you were using a caulk gun.

-- Dennis Quesnel of Tait Roofing, Moorestown, N.J.

Instant Patina

A LOT OF THE MOULDING in our house was changed or destroyed, and we've had to use new wood for replacements that match the existing moldings. The problem was getting the new wood to match old wood that had been stripped and refinished. The old wood always seemed to take on a more golden tone, even though we stained and finished both with the same materials. The best way I've found to match the new to the old is to use orange shellac as the first finish coat on the new wood (after it's been stained with the same stain as the old wood). Two coats are usually needed to make sure the entire area is covered. Then, once the shellac is dry, both the new and old wood can be top-coated with varnish -- make sure not to top-coat with polyurethane, which is incompatible with shellac.

If the shellac seems too orange (different brands vary in "orangeness"), it can be mixed with white shellac or toned down with aniline dye. (I've used brown aniline dye mixed with orange shellac to give a more yellow appearance.) You may have to experiment to get a good match; if it isn't right at first, the shellac can be easily stripped off with denatured alcohol.

-- Terri Peterson, St. Paul, Minn.

Patching Plaster Mouldings

THE PLASTER CEILING MOULDINGS in my parlor were chipped and had several small 1-in. sections missing. I tried patching them with plaster of paris, but found that the plaster set too quickly and dried to a rough surface that was difficult to sand and shape. As an experiment, I tried making patches with drywall joint compound. Success! I could shape the material easily with my fingers in most cases; other times I used a putty knife. Joint compound shrinks when it dries, and so I had to make several applications. But this wasn't a problem.

After the defects were brought up to level, I smoothed the patches by "sanding" them with a damp sponge.

-- Fredericka Wales, Chicago, Ill.

Saved By Spar Varnish

I'VE DISCOVERED a superior finish for trim that was originally finished with shellac. Spar varnish -- designed for marine use -- is extremely tough, and absolutely impervious to water. When used to finish baseboards and window surrounds, it gives an appearance that is indistinguishable from the original shellac, but can withstand misdirected rain and plant waterings. Shellac, on the other hand, sustains white spotting when exposed to water. In addition to their water resistance, quality spar varnishes also have a sun screen. This keeps wood exposed to direct sunlight from bleaching out. The sun screen also keeps the varnish from peeling off sun-drenched woodwork the way polyurethanes do.

-- Ned Ford, Cincinnati, Ohio

Tips To Share? Do you have any hints or short cuts that might help other old-house owners? We'll pay $15 for any short how-to items that are used in this "Restorer's Notebook" column. Write to Notebook Editor, The Old-House Journal, 69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.
Sylvan Brandt
18th & 19th century building materials salvaged from old houses, grist mills, and barns:

- hand hewn logs
- flooring
- windows
- doors
- hardware

653 Main Street Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-4520

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Custom Fabrication
CORNICES
LOUVERS
CUPOLAS
COLUMNS
BALUSTRADES
SHUTTERS
URNS & BALLS
Baked on finishes available
call or write
CAMPBELLSVILLE INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 278, Dept. OHJ
Campbellsville, KY 42718
502-465-8135

ELEGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD
Direct from us, the designers and makers
$2.00 for 96-page catalog of our crystal chandeliers, etc. Victorian and genuine Strass—also brass Colonial. Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipped prepaid.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
Dept. OHS, Eden, NC 27288

SOLID OAK ROLLING LADDERS
For Homes, Libraries, Lofts, Businesses, Stores, & Home Libraries
From $195
Catalog $1.00
Write to:
PUTNAM ROLLING LADDER CO. INC.
Dept. SA, 12 Howard St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 226-547
FOR SALE

VICTORIAN PAINTING COUCH, c. 1890. Ornate rosewood-grained walnut frame, upholstered in lovely soft rose and green floral tapestry, exc. cond., 6 ft. x 2 ft. 2 in. $1200 or best offer. Photo on request. Neil Gaittens, 1021 Asbury Ave., Evanston, IL 60202. (312) 475-0525.

COAL COOKSTOVE, Swedish Aga. Popular in Europe. As is. $75.00. Ray Heath, Muddy Creek Forks, Airville, PA 17302. (717) 927-6906.

CRYSTAL & ENGLISH CHINA. Selling one cup or whole set. I have hundreds of patterns available. Joe Koestner, 3117 Lafayette St., St. Louis, MO 63104. (314) 773-7111, 5-6 PM or 10:30 PM-12 midnight.


PEDESTAL SINK, exc. cond., w/ orig. waste pull (not original faucets). Square basin, 2 in. deep; square fluted pedestal. $125 neg. Kemper, (212) 586-9472.

STEPBACK CUPBOARD, German-Wisconsin, c. 1850-1860. Approx. 7½ ft. H, primitive dovetailing on 2 drawers, blind front. Square nails and old bluish paint intact under 1 coat white paint. $650. Ken Schols, 2304 17th St., Columbus, MS 68801. (402) 564-3936.

HINGES, old Stanley solid brass hinges in orig. packing boxes marked C 6 x 6 No. 175. 3 pair available. incl. brass screws. Value $216 per pair by manuf. who has also certified age. Asking $150/pair. (201) 449-7366.

PARLOR STOVE, mid-19th cent., can be used in fireplace or free-standing. Unique disappearing doors. As featured in "Fire on the Hearth" by Josephine R. Pierce, p. 57. Exc. cond., $650. Late-19th-cent. office safe. 15½ in. x 25 in., r. good orig. cond.: $200. (201) 439-3525 evs.


HEIRLOOM POTPOURRI, the flowers and fragrances of yesterday made to your order, in bulk or as gift items. Also, special blend mulling spices for holiday celebrations. Satisfaction guaranteed. Brochure available. Petals by Linda & Wolfgang Liebel, 1224 2nd Ave., San Francisco, CA 94112. (415) 564-0795.


ART DECO BATHTUB, footed, with matching ped­ estal sink; also clawfoot bathtub, all exc. cond. $1900 each. Handpainted wooden railroad crossing sign, $100. Evens. (201) 536-9325.

ORIGINAL STENCILS designed for Vict. & country decor. Borders, center motifs, quilt blocks. Durable Mylar. Ready to cut or custom cut. Use with all types of paints and surfaces. Brochure, $1.00 w/ SASE. Powers Period Stencilling, 917 S. Park St., Kalamazoo, MI 49001. (616) 454-9295.


CREWEL HOUSE PORTRAIT KIT, 20 x 24 in., includes fabric with hand-drawn design, yarn & detailed instructions. Send clear color photo (4 x 5 or larger, please). $65. Allow 6-8 weeks delivery. Apples Needlework, 9412 NE Fingrove St., Vancouver, WA 98684.


FREE TO GOOD HOME, 4 large shutter panels. 67½ in. by 21 in., black, exc. cond. Also, crown molding, c. 1850-1965, heavily painted. I'll help load but will not ship. Harvey Sacks, (609) 655-1642 evs/wknds.

LEAD STAPLES and vases, mostly 18th-cent. design. Also lead rainwater pipes and hoppers. J. Lennox, 192 Arnold Ave., Coventry, England CV3 5NE.


PINK MARBLE MANTEL, 8 ft. W, 4 ft. H. Made in Italy 1929-77 for Bar Harbor, Maine, estate. Complete too late to be installed (still in orig. packing crate). Mansion has since been demolished. Reasonable price. Ruth Whitehead-Aston, Gouldsboro, ME 04607.


LIFELONG COLLECTION of over 100 orig. gas, oil, electric chandeliers & wall arms all with orig. shades, cleaned, polished & electrified. Also over 300 orig. gas & electric shades, many of exceptional quality & color. Whole collection carefully restored. Fixtures will be sold as 1 group, shades as another, or both together. John Manera, PO Box 2398, Nantucket, MA 02554. (617) 228-3709.

Classified ads in The Emporium are FREE to current subscribers for one-of-a-kind or non-commercial items, including swaps, things wanted or for sale, and personal house or property sales. 50-word maximum. B&W photo or drawing printed free when space permits.

For commercial ads, rates are $60 for the first 40 words, and $1 per additional word. B&W photos, $35. Ads are reserved for preservation-related items: restoration products and services, real estate, inns and B&Bs, books and publications, etc.

Deadline is the 5th of the month, two months prior to publication. For example: Oct. 5 for the December issue. Sorry, we cannot accept ads over the phone. All submissions must be in writing and accompanied by a current mailing label (for free ads) or a check (for commercial ads).
IF YOU LOVE OLD HOUSES
then we have the house plans you've been looking for. Our beautiful portfolios unite authentic exteriors of yeasteryear with practical and modern floor plans. Working blueprints are designed for energy efficiency and economical construction.

Historical Replications Portfolio
(Victorian & farmhouse designs) $12.00
Louisiana Collection Portfolio
(Acadian & plantation designs) $12.00
Classic Cottages Portfolio
(Designs under 2,000 sq. ft.) $12.00
Any two portfolios $20.00
All three portfolios $30.00

Still looking for special old-house items? Over 1,400 companies that supply restoration products and services are listed in the new edition of The Old-House Journal Buyer's Guide Catalog!
(See the Order Form on page 54.)

Introducing AFC's New Book:
Electric Wiring and Lighting in Historic American Buildings

A Guideline for Restoration & Rehab Projects

JUST OUT! A comprehensive guide to historic wiring and lighting systems that contains all the information you will need to recognize, evaluate and utilize electrical components in preservation and rehabilitation projects. This well illustrated, 102pp., soft cover volume also contains practical, down-to-earth suggestions and hints to facilitate cost-effective rewiring and lighting design in rehabilitation. This is a unique and valuable reference book that no individual should be without when planning for the preservation, conservation and extended use of existing and historic buildings. Send for a copy today, at our special, introductory price of $9.95 plus $1 postage and handling!

The Halley's Comet Fireback

Pennsylvania Firebacks
*HEARTH & HOME CATALOGUE*
1011 E. Washington La., Phila., PA 19138 Dept OH5

HALLEY'S COMET
First in a series of limited Edition cast iron plates by noted artist J. Del Conner. A once in a lifetime experience, this most famous of comets is depicted crossing the celestial equator on New Years Eve 1885. Our complete catalogue of original designs is available for $2.

AFC/A Nortek Company
55 Samuel Barnet Blvd., New Bedford, MA 02745

YES!
Send me my copy of your new book.
I've enclosed $10.95 ($9.95 + $1 postage & handling).

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________ State ______ Zip _______

Residents of CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, MI, MO, NJ and NY State, please add applicable sales tax.
Tile or slate roof problem?

Now you can restore the integrity of your roof with economical renovation techniques from Raleigh.

Restoration of beautiful tile and slate roofs is not only practical, but it is a sound economic alternative to complete roof replacement. Properly restored tile and slate roofs can be expected to be maintenance free for at least fifty years.

Call or write Raleigh today for the solution to your tile or slate roofing problems.
How To Save Your OHJs

The holes are gone, but you will still want to preserve your copies of OHJ. So we’re offering two options: a file case (8-5/8” x 11-1/2”) and a binder (9-1/4” x 12-3/4”). The binders have a wire for each issue, so you can open them flat without removing them. Each type holds a year’s worth of issues; both are library quality — handsome deep maroon leatherette with the OHJ logo embossed in gold.

NOTE: Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Please send checks for U.S. funds only.

TO: Jesse Jones Industries
Jesse Jones Building, Dept. OHJ
NW corner D Street & Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134

☐ Send me ___ Binders
(1, $8.50; 3, $24.75)

☐ Send me ___ File Cases
(1, $6.95; 3, $20.00)

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY _______ STATE ______ ZIP _______

The Right Stuff
For Every Old House

WE’VE NEVER KNOWN an old house that didn’t need something — if not clapboards or mantels, then at least hardware or lighting fixtures. Everybody tells you the elusive item “just isn’t made anymore.” But in the last 12 years, the marketplace has grown: There are companies making period reproductions; items that have never stopped being made; architectural antiques dealers. We’ve put every source we know in the new OHJ Buyer’s Guide Catalog — the most comprehensive and reliable list of companies supplying products and services for restoration. The new 1986 edition of the Catalog has been completely updated — a hand-picked list of 1,416 firms catering to old houses. And 89 of these companies have never appeared in any previous edition of the Catalog. The 232-page book features:

• An extensive Alphabetical Index to every product & service, right in the front. Look up exactly what you need and get the page number of its listing in the Product & Service Directory.

• The Company Directory: an alphabetical listing of every company, complete with address, phone number, product description, and information on any brochures they may offer.

THE CATALOG is $10.95 ppd. ($13.95 for non-subscribers). Consult the Order Form on page 54.
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The OHJ Order Form

Subscription To The Old-House Journal

- New Subscription  - Renewal (Enclose Current Mailing Label)
- 1 Year - $18  - 2 Years - $32  - 3 Years - $39

NEW! The 1986 OHJ Buyer's Guide Catalog
- Are you looking for a special restoration product that everyone insists 'isn't made anymore'? If so, you need the OHJ Catalog: the most comprehensive and reliable where-to-find-it sourcebook. It lists companies that supply almost 10,000 products & services for pre-1939 houses. You can do business by mail or telephone, because the Catalog gives each company's full address, phone number, & available literature (the price, if any). It's fully cross-referenced & indexed for easy use, and each listing has been screened by the OHJ editors. The Catalog will help you find whatever you need to repair, restore, or decorate your old house. 232 pages. Softcover. $10.95 to current OHJ subscribers; $13.95 to non-subscribers.

The Old-House Bookshop

- HOLLY'S HOUSE BOOK - Peer into the past with one of the 19th century's great tastemakers. Two major books by Henry Hudson Holly are in this one-volume facsimile edition: Country Seats (1863), with 34 designs & floor plans for country houses and cottages, from Gothic & Italianate to Masionard & Tudor; Modern Dwellings (1878), which has just what our readers say they're looking for: authentic advice on furniture & interior decoration (bedroom furniture, ceilings, wallpaper, borders, fireplaces, bookcases, & much more — even plants!). 444 pages. Softcover. $14.45.

- PLASTERING SKILLS - This textbook was written to teach apprentice plasterers the basic skills of the wet-plastering trade, from setting lath to ornamental plaster. Although acknowledged as the best book in the field, it went out of print 10 years ago. But now it's available again, in this special limited edition published exclusively for OHJ. If you want to re-create 10 feet of missing plaster, or need to replaster a wall, here's the how-to book for you. 543 pages. Softcover. $24.45.


- OLD HOUSE WOODWORK RESTORATION - This is the first book that deals exclusively with restoring architectural woodwork. It's filled with practical do-it-yourself advice & detailed step-by-step instructions, with a generous selection of photos explaining each phase of the work. It has the best information of any book we know on how to strip paint from wood — floors, staircases, siding, trim, doors, etc. — and select a finish. 200 pages. Softcover. $15.45.

- AUTHENTIC STENCIL PATTERNS 1890-1930 - This is the most unique stencil-pattern book we've seen. It reproduces stencil designs from catalogs of two turn-of-the-century stencil suppliers. Designs range from ornate late Victorian to hard-to-find Arts & Crafts and Art Deco patterns. The book is an invaluable resource for anyone who wants to re-create authentic period interiors — it even explains how to make full-scale stencils from its patterns. 70 pages. Softcover. $15.95.

Bound Back Issues

The OHJ Yearbooks

BACK ISSUES are still in print, bound in sturdy, softcover books. Our Yearbooks are like a Restoration Encyclopedias: Over 2,000 pages of the most authoritative information on restoration available anywhere. (Order the Full Set of Yearbooks & receive the 48-page Cumulative Index FREE!)

- 700  The 1970s Set - $39.00  1976-1979 at 77% the price. You save $17!
- 800  The 1980s Set - $69.00  1980-1985 at 64% the price. You save $39!
- 1000  The Full Set - $108.00  All 10 Yearbooks at 66% the price. You save $56!
- 76  1976 - $14
- 77  1977 - $14
- 78  1978 - $14
- 79  1979 - $14
- 80  1980 - $18
- 81  1981 - $18
- 82  1982 - $18
- 83  1983 - $18
- 84  1984 - $18
- 85  1985 - $18

The OHJ Cumulative Index

- Complete index to all articles published in The Old-House Journal from Oct. 1973 (Vol. 1, No. 1) through Dec. 1984. 48 pages. Softcover. $8.95. (FREE if you order the Full Set of OHJ Yearbooks!)

The Strip Shop

There's a big difference in heat tools. Most hardware stores carry only plastic, "homeowner-grade" heat guns. The two heat tools below have proved best in tests conducted by the OHJ editors. Whether you're stripping clapboards, shingles, interior woodwork, trim, or furniture, they'll remove 98% of the paint. (A one-coat clean-up with chemical stripper removes paint residue plus any underlying shellac or varnish.)

- The original, red, all-metal Master HG-501 - $77.95
- A heavy-duty heat gun for stripping moulded and turned woodwork.

- The Hydroelectric Heat Plate - $39.95
- A sturdy, all-metal tool for exterior stripping and large flat surfaces.

Send My Order To:
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ________

Amount enclosed: $ ____

NY State residents please add applicable sales tax.

NOTE: If your order includes books or merchandise, you must give us a STREET ADDRESS — not a P.O. Box number. We ship thru United Parcel Service (UPS), and they will not deliver to a P.O. Box.

Please clip this page and mail together with check payable to The Old-House Journal to THE OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL, 89A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

Or you can phone in your order on MasterCard or VISA: 718-636-4514

All prices postpaid, and include fast UPS shipping.
SUBSCRIBER Charles W. Wilson of Mechanicsburg, Pa., sent us these photos, which were taken in 1864 and 1984: "Incredible as it may seem, these photos are of the same house. But the present owners should not be made to shoulder all the blame -- this house has had a long history of abuse. It was bought by my great-grandfather in 1864 for $14,000. In 1876 my ancestor had it moved onto an adjoining lot. (Because of its size, it had to be cut up and carried in five parts, then reattached.) He rented out the house but retained the wing on the right as his office. Around the turn of the century, the house was sold to two families, and it has remained a duplex ever since."
Creating an American tradition, one lantern at a time.

A.J.P., Coppersmith & Company is America’s premier handcrafters of fine lighting. For three generations we have supplied the nation’s homes with a wide selection of Colonial lighting fixtures.

The Barn Lantern
The eighteenth century comes to life in the gracious lines of these classic lanterns. Crafted in solid copper, brass or pewter, it is offered in three sizes.

Witch’s Hat Chandelier
A.J.P. Coppersmith offers a wide selection of these classic Colonial masterpieces. The example pictured is in our popular pewter finish.

Round Globe Lantern
Our largest globe lantern features a 14" round globe set in a gracefully sweeping scroll bracket. Available in glass diameters of 8", 10", 12" and 14". (Onion & Bullseye also available)

The Farmer’s Sconce
This is one of the most popular of our more than two dozen Colonial sconces.

Round Mirrored Sconce
This is a true classic of hand craftsmanship. Also available electrified.

The Windsor Post Lantern
These magnificent copper post lanterns add grace to any home.

Visit our Factory Showroom, only minutes from downtown Boston. Over 100 different styles crafted in copper, brass or pewter.

Our Catalogue
To receive our most recent full color catalogue featuring over 100 different styles of interior and exterior colonial lighting, please send $2 to:

A.J.P. COPPERSMITH
6 COMPANY
34 Broadway, Dept. M,
Wakefield, MA 01880
(617) 245-1223
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

A.J.P. Coppersmith
34 Broadway, Dept. M,
Wakefield, MA 01880
(617) 245-1223
A ubiquitous house type up and down the Pacific coast is this one-storey cottage with a hip roof and a porch across the front. The plan usually has four rooms flanking a central hall, but rear additions are common. Also variable is the height of the ground floor — which might be nearly at grade level, or raised as much as a half storey.

While this foursquare, pyramidal-roof house is an Eastern immigrant, it suited Western needs so well that it became one of the most commonplace 19th-century house types in California, Oregon, and Washington. Built from the 1860s into the 1900s, these houses reveal their specific time and place through decorative details on roof and porch brackets, and on door and window heads.

Earlier examples had minimal ornamentation and, in some cases, split porch columns. Earlier houses like the one in the drawing are often more Classical or, as noted by the McAlesters,* in the vernacular Italianate mode. Later Victorian examples exhibit details such as the flat-sawn millwork on the 1880s house in the photograph.

— Sally Woodbridge, Berkeley, Calif.